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The Eighteenth Strategy for-Peace Conference continued The
Stanley Foundation's series of, anni1401 meetings dedicated'to a re-.
evaluation of U S foreign policy. Ninety participants from a wide
spectrum of disciplines convened to discuss six tOely and important
issues confronting ace world community.

The first Conference to Plan, &Strategy for Peace was held in .
June, 1960, to involve leaders in government ad the professions
throughout the United States in a s'earch for a more enlightened and so'

*. forward looking foreign policy,

The format of -this conference has been an informal off-the-record
exchange No time has been spent in presenting or' debating pre--

pared papers or positions No effort has beervexerted to achieve con- .

Sensus where difference of opinion-has been evidept.

Each group report was. prepared by the rapporteur 'to state the es-
sence of discussions 'Reports were reviewed by group participants
and finally revised by the rapporteur reflecting participants' corn-
meets dunng the review session. However, members supporting
various parts of the report do not necessarily endorse them in their
entirety or specific language. Moreover, as participants did not review
the rep Arts of other groups, the reports do not necessarily reflect the
ierivs of all members of the Conference.

Participants in the Conference are in no way,committed to any posi-
tion or findings of the discussion grOups,

The views iexpressed in this report are not necessarily the views
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OPENING REMARKS oTT
By C. Maxwell Stanley ""

.0

b
Our Eighteenth Strategy for Peace Conference convenes at an- f
auspicious hour. The time is favorable for the emergence of 'dynamic '
and. innovative U.S. leadership in the world community's faltering ofi
forts to manage global problems. The opporttinity for leadership is
always with us; the nefds of this troutled world are always present
.end Constantly, escalatihg. Now is a unique time due to a fortuitous
combinqori of two factors. First, th,Carter Administratio,p has clear-
ly demonstrated a determination to exert O.S. leadership more coma
mensuTate with the inherent responsibility of the large and powerful. '`\
Second, global attitudes toward accepting U.S. eadership are more

i favorable than in the recent past.

President Carter, before. and since his election, has confronted many
facets of U.S: foreign policy boldly. He has called for a reduced de.
fense budget, together with curtailment of U.S. sales 4)fconventional
weapons. -H4 has urged a new Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
(SALT) agreenient with lower 'limits on nuclear weapons and at
strengthening of detente wish the Soviet Union. Urging substantial re-1

"duction of nuclear weapons, fie has proposed indefinite deferral of
1 reprocessing and, plutonium recycling, delayed development of
1 breeder reactors, and other measure3 intended-to stave off 'prolifera-*$.,

tion 9f nuclear weaporis. Greater use of the United Nations has been
erhphasized..The rights, of humans have become 'a rominent U.S,
policy objective. Peacdful resolution of controversi in the Middle
East and southerp-Africa is being actively sought a ama Canal
treaty, resulting from many years( of negotiations,' has been alp-
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The Carter Adminstration has ,acted to implement many of these ob-
jectives, even though some have been reduced by er-iczunters with
vested interests within and without government.. The implementation
of same initiatives has appeared paive or ill-timed. It is too early to :
judge the success of many of the initiatives, Many of the persons ap-
pointed to key foreign p8licy administration positions are kfteten ad-
vocates of these new initiatives. On balance, President Carter and his
Administranon have given a new thrust to U S. foreign policy grin
ciples.
Changes in global attitudes toward U.S. leadership result from several
factors, not the least of which is the expressed determination of the

VIII Carter Achihinistration to' take afresh look at a number of global
pioblems Black Africans are impressed by attention given the long
neglected problems of southern AfriCa. Developing nations are
cautiously hopeful that the United States will continue and expand
previous initiatives to dead with global economic problems People
everywhere welcome Carter's announced desire to reduce nuclear
'weaponry and applaud proposals for a SALT II treaty with greater
limitations than those of the Vladivostok agreement.
There are other factors affecting the improved climate, however Na

' tions throughout the world, developed as well as under veJ, ed
are feeling increased economic pressures, partly attribute e o the _

burden of military establishments. More national leaders are cogniz
ing the need for more effective intemAtional and transnational ap
proacheg to world problem solving. More moderate leadership and
postures from the Third World, within the Group of 77 (now,grown

' to 110 nations) and other organizations, may be an indication of this
attitude. None of these subtle changes mean that the UnitecIPStates
can or should clictat world policy or dominate global decisions.
However, a climate is emerging wherein intelligent, and dynamic U S.
leadership can make mire positive contributions to the resolution of
problems plaguing the'Woild.
Through my professional activities and those- offhe Stanley Founda-
tion, I have had numerous contacts with national leaders and
diplomats throughout the we'rld. It has been many year since I have
sensed a climate as fav6Yable as. cyrrently exists ,for constructive
measures dealing with the seriot.kworlOproblems..
To take advantage of these 416.rtunities, however, there must-be
clear understanding of fundamental factors. understanding that must
grow internally within both the ptibli4. and the private sectors of the
United States and externally among, iind between, nations. Three
areas of understanding seem essential.' ,

. Critical-world issues in.need of managernent must be identified
World's problems are legion, but they taii...be group'ed into seve

.
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major categories. I like to use the following six categories, you may
, prefer others'.

.

1', Peace and security: developing adequate syslerns to-assure
peaceful settlement of international differences and to protect
the security of nations against overt or covert intervention, thus

,,, removing the need for threat and use of armed force and lead-
ing toarms reduction and disarmament.

2. Economic order._ improving the various systems and
mechanisms comprising the world economic order to better
manage trade, commerce, d development. \.c,

Development-Scjiieving an cceptable pattern-and tolerable. IX
ilpace of economic and .social development for the less de-
.veloped two-thirds of the world's population.

4. Regource/population alance: managing the finite re-'
sources of the earth and stabilizing population growth to
achieve and sus am a quality of life compatible with human
dignity.

5 Biosphere: protecting and managing tlie biosphere to void
hazardous 'deterioration nd enhanc evironmental and re-
soury contributions toth quality bt fe.

°6. Human rights:, extending ele n al human rights to all peo-
ple and developing better systems to protect such rights,

'These six critical world issues are urgent priorities on the world com-
munity's agenda. Even 'the most superficial examination of a
complishrnent in each area the true test'of effectite management

reveals serious deficiencies.

f f "Alpng with the identification of critical world issues is a second'area
requiring greater understanding the nature of interdependence.

has been written and more has been said about interdepen
dence, but just what is it and how does-it relate, to the management
of critical world issues? Mdre than one type of interdependence de-
serves attention. The most common -type is, technological, and

, ph rcal resource interdependence. Very few, if any, nations are fully
self-kifficient., Some have physical -resources, bilt lack 'technology.
Othef have technology, but'are. short on resources; the United
States is in this group. Manyohave deficienci in both areas. INI'itions
are truly interdependent in .their effOrtslo cbieve economic and
social growth.

less recognized form of interdependence relates to the global prob-
.

lems just outlined. These gtobal issues are so interrelated that little
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. progress c..ri, be made
;
on any one of them in isolation. Where,

from reduced military expenses, will more' adequate furids,-,for 4
ecpnornic 'and social aowth be generated? Can there be substantial,_
improvement, in world ecOnoric,order without improved means to "
recltice tensions and pacefully resolve controversies? Can the re-
sources necessary to provide a dent existence to gtowirig numbe.)%...

.....,

of people be assured without protection and enhancement of the en-
vironment? Finally', are not human rights more likdly to be'enlarged
iu a peaceful and secure atmosphere* and a progressive climate en i`
coaraging economic and social development' Indeed, there is a high
degree of interdependency among the critical issues the world must,
manage.

\ . , .0

, -
r.
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Nations desinng resolution of a specific issue of legknate interest are
odependent upon the support of other nations whose Interests may lie
elsewhere. Deyeloping nations can achieve neither a new world.
,economic order nor technology and finance; for economic develop-
ment without the assistance of developed nations. Developed nations
cannot reduce the burden of armaments, improve the world's securi Irit
ty system, oar gei the changes they desire in the world.econoniic or-
der without tlie cooperation of developing nations. No Nation or blbc-
of nations, however strong, "can gaiti desired objectives alone!'
fortunately, howeyer, a few strong nations or a large bloc of c. tries

...,can seriously impede progress. e. ..i. ,,

Interdependence of global problems and nations uires a third type
of 4inderstanding understanding of the political realitiep fun-
damentalto successful management. Decision making in the' world
arena calls for political action of which compromise is one fundamen ..,-...

. tal element..To achieve compromise, naulons must be willing and
.. able to look ahead; they rpust be willing and able to recognize the

long-term advantp of managing global problems. Othetwise, ef- 3,
forts to compro se will falter upon tempting short:term Self interests,
both 'legiti and illegitimate. Finally, management of global prob-

t lems calls for trap atio and, ultimately supra national; institutions
tp4xecute and admi ist programs that are established throggh id
temational conventions a d treaties. .

The objective of Strategy r Peace Conferences is to explore urgent
foreign policy concenis of the United States in search Of more
enlightened 'and, forward-looking foieign policy. We seek to achieve
this objective by4ttnlcturing discussions among experts. Weendeavor
to select timely and relevant topics related to the six critical world i-.
sues. We examine U.S: positicos that are 'not hardened and inflexible.

This weekend we will emphasize the issues of peace and ecurity and

t



human nghts Three gr6ups non proliferation strategy, military
competition in outer, space, and -UN. Special Session on', Dsarma-
ment deal with facets of peace and secunt9 that de of immediate
concern Two dscussiOn groups human rights and southern Afnca

considertrom different points of view fundamental problems relat-
ed to enlarging human nghts Four cntical world problems are affect-
ed by'science and techno economic order, development, re-
source/population balance and biosphere The interrelationships and
impacts of thesotopics ar myriad

NON-PROLIETRAT1oN

Our firlt topic is "Non, raid ration Strategy for the Latt-'70s This is
XI

\ a topic The Stanley Fo datign has 'been .crtinuously rhterested in
since our 1961 con e,considered merits of 'a nuclear-
weapons'-fiee-zone in e al Europe. Sin he subject has
been considered repeatedly at Strategy for-Pe'ace onferences,.at
Vantage Conferences in 1975 and 1976, and has bee the subject of
several Occasional Papers dealing.with the Nuclear N nprolferation
`Treaty- and with nuclear weapons free- zones.

Managing nuclear capabilities is perha s the m)ast,com ldied and
serious problem confronting the world ommunity. Nucl ar energy is

e needed, nuclear weapons are unw n ed. The result f failure Co
manage nuclear capability is likely to be unrestrained uclear,, pro-,
liferation with all its horrors and hazards Irrational desperate na-
tional leaders may use the nuclear weapons they hold in arsenals.
Nuclear weapons may bq released by msjudgmea, misinterpretation,
inadvertence, accident, oiwaming system failure.T/torover, the'reali-
ty of nuclear explosives In the hands of terronsts may *elop Ob-
viously, the genie has grown too large lo be -retumed tce the bottle,
but it must be shackled for beneficial use to mankind Thy urgency of
developing proper nucrearipolicies is matched only by the complexity
of doing so.

As nuclear policy 'affects both energy and proliferati the formula-
tion of a more aciequate,U S policy for nuclear en rgy has beeh a
concern of both the Ford and Carter Administratio s, as well as the
U S Congress In the fall of 1976, President Ford proposed certain
nuclear policies Meanwhile, Congress was.also nsidenng legisla-
tion dealing with nuclear pctlicy,The Carter-Adrni station has pro-
posed bS1d,but controversial, policies, including an indefinite defer-
ral of reprocessing and plutonium recycling, de-e hasis of comb
mercial development of breeder reactors./ and expansion
ennchment capability to provide an adequate supply f nuclear fuels

10 z,
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to foreign, as well as domestic, customers. r discussion group hds

the -opportunity to ,review, these proposals, ffer, modifications, and

suggest means of implementing them. ,--

HUMAN RIGHTS t

Promotion of human nghtshas become a stated goal of the new ad-

ministration: Fallout from this human rights emphasis seems to have

influenced SALT 11 negotiations; the same issue alrnost wholly
dominated the'June, 1977, annual -Meeting of the 'Or nizatiiin of

Arnentan States (OAS) The outcome or the Belgrade Conference

now reviewing Helsinki accords will depend in part upon successful

XII management of varying views of human rights-Msues

Most everyone' Javors the philosophy of humanirights,'but interpreta-

tions differ and approaches Oak from cultuKesto cultYre and govern-

ment to 'government. We, in the West, think of human lights in

political terms, inckiding the. freedom of worship, speech, assembly,
and movement, and the right of privacy, dignity, property ownership,

and diversity, Developing nations think of human rights in economid.

and social terms, such as employment, food, shelter, health care, and

education. _A third interpretation of human rights-is freedom from

fear, insecurity, and the traumas of war, terforism, and barbarism.

While the curse of human rights Vrcigress in any country can be in-

' fluenced frotn without witness the contributions of the United Na-

tions and the Council of Europe. the fundamental responsibility for

improving tpmgh relation's rests with the leaders and peoples, of na-

p tion-states. 'Obviously, measuring progress is difficult due to great

variations of culture and openness of societies!'

One task of our discussion group on. human rights is to assess the

U.S. efforts to stimulate interest in enlarging human rights throughbut

the world. Another task is to formulate proposals for improving U.S.

performance in support of human rights, without sacrificing other im-

portant foreign policy goals. Stanley Foundation conferences and

'rt.: publications havtnot previously examined in depth the subject of

human rights. This discussion will -formalize our longstanding in

terest;

OUTER SPACE .

The imi)bitance of outer sparie to the world community_has been re

cognized by The Stanley Foundation for several Years. At our .1971-

and 1976 Strategy for.Peace Cpnferencet, we discussed the need fo

intemational cooperation and demilitirization in outer spate, An Oc

-5casional paper in 1975 dealt- with many aspects zif internation
cooperation in outer space.

1.0
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The groiking threat of furthr militarization of outer ..pecE2 has recent
:IV' attracted publij attention iThe. media has widely publicized
"purported Soviet bfe'$scthroughs Antisatellite weapons technology.
Despite the inaccuracy, of the media reports, the United States and,
the Soviet Union are elear,ly devoting increased resources to re-'
search. development-, and testing of new weapons systems adaptable
to warfare in space The development of high energy laser and
charged particle beam weapons encourages mlitary_planners to view
outer --Space as a suitable environment for 'exploitation of new
technologies The' Stay Trek, Star Wars. ahcl Logan's Run scenarios
stem less,like the science fiction they were-designed to be

Advancing technology has also- increased the importance of non
military .use of outer space Worldwde'Zommunicarions increasingly,
t ly upon 'satellites. New tetbnighes are developing for satellites as
t ols to survey resources and detect encroachments upon the err
ironment V'enfieation of international arms limitatioh and disl-nia

ment agreements are further vital satellite function

While militafy intellig&ice satellites currently c'britnbute to stabilizing
the arms face, competition to deploy a vanety of weapons in space
could be profoundly destabilt2ing Hence ours third discussion group
will address "Military Competition in Outer Spaces': It is timeto focus`
upon proposals to prevent anarms race, in space before the preSent
momentum becomes irreversible It is tirhe to consider amendments
to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, to deal with the developmebt, test
ing, and stationing.of_weapons in. space Now is-the time to give far
more attention to ntemahonal control of space reconnaissance, rpm
munications, venfi ation, and:similar beneficial operations

10

t
SCIENCE AND EOHNOLOGY

v.
The role of science and technology in the economic a{ id social
groMh of developing nations is receiving, incre4ing and warranted
consideration This is the first time the Foundation' has addressed the
subject head on,. although- economic and social development has
seen repeatedly on our age_p4as for nearly two decades.3-1,4nce one
of Our discussion groups will exartime the topic "Science and
Technology International 'Development Preparation' is under way
for the proposjd 1979 United Nahops Conference on Science and
Technology for Development U.S State Department planning
for the 1979 conference 'fpc ed `upon amalgamating views of in-
dustri labor, academia, and gov'emment

,
The succes,sful-transfer of science and technology from developed to
developing countries is a highly complicated process involving

. 1.2 - ;
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e conomic, social, legal, and political, along with technical,,problgms.
Many leaders of developing ail-Intl-les place unjustified We in the
magic of science and technology, many are likely tO be sadly disap-
pointed to disc-over the limitations and burdens it poses. Neverthe-
less, intelligent transfer of science and technology., properly applied to
the needs of labor intensive economics, fan stimulate economic.and
social growth.

As a world leader in'these fields, we 'should be in the forefront help-,
ing to develop more effectille procedures and mechanisms for
transfer of suitable science and technology. Our discussion group is.
encouraged to examine appropnate U.S. initiatives to accomplish this

XIV end, taking into consideration frhpactst Upon both source and re-
eiptent nations.

SPECIAL. SESSION ON DISARMAMENT

Work of the Preparatory Committee for the General Assembly's
Special Session on Disarmament is well under way. Decisions of the
May, 1978, Special Session can influence the course of multilateral
and/bilateral. disarmament negotiations for the next decade. The Unit- .

,w&ed ,States must play an important role not only in the work of the
Preparatory Committee but also in the SesSion itself,

Once again our activities ond interest in the entire subject of disarms-
rent are varied and numerous. Most recently we examined he
Special Session at pour 1977 Conference ,on United :Natio s
Procedures and a"Nin pt. cep x-4977 United Nations- of the xt
Decade Cohference. Aecordingly, the topic' of our fifth' discussion
group is "U.N Special, Session on Disarmament. U.S. Initiatives."

What initiative for stimulatin' arms limitation and disarmament
should the United States, propose to the SpeotaiSession? As one of
the- two superpowers and, major activists in c.the arms race,
responsibility rests heavily upon- the United Stales, There'are two
ways ib which we can increase the probility of success";gt the
Special Session It is incumbent upon :us Ito demolistrate sincenty
when working bilaterally- with the Soviet Union. This calls for
cooperatiOn in advance of the Special Session, dem' oristrated'by
meaningful SALT II accord, a .Comprehensive Test Ban Tre4ty,,and
agreement to proceed with a treaty banning chemical warfaie: Were
the United States and the SOviet Union 'to. come to The Special
Session with these_ accomplishments, the climate for a successful

fir meeting would be greatly enhanced. .

The second area of opportunity is suppor t bek4e. and' during the
Special Session for substantive and procedural proposals focusirig at-.

Ara
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tention on conventional, s'well as nuclear, arms reduction. Attention
should be given to the specifics of a proposed program-of action and
to improved mechanisms and procedures for dealing multilaterally
with.arms reduction and disarmament .Approaches, should be consis-
tent with low term objective 'M general and complete disarmament.
This discussion group is charged to come forthwith ideas that can
have early impact Uportthe world community's efforts to halt and re-
verse the,arms race

.:k -,

'SOUTHERN AFRICA

The sixth of our discus§ion topics' is "Southerh.Afiica. U.S. Policy
Options" Until very recently, the'United .StaV-s had overemphasized
the proverbial benign neglect in Africa. DunnIg the Ford Administra-
tion, Dr Henry Kissinger focused attention-upon the controversy in

. Angola and attempted to advance peaceful resolution of the con-
troversy in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe). Under the leadership of Secretary
of State Vance and Ambassador Andrew Young, the Carter Ad-

' ministration has substantially intensified U.S. overt attention to
African affairs.

4,

This healthy development is lo'd
particularly sub-Saharan,Afri

ue. The neglect of Africa, and
been both regrettable and inex-

disable Our Fourteenth Strategy Peace Conference took an in-
depth look at issues coriZeming sub-Saharan Africa. Greater public
interest in Africa is justified for several reasons. African resources artd
trade will to of increasing interest in the years ahead. Importantly,
more than 40 votes in the United Nations General Assembly belong
to African states. Forward looking U.N. initiatives to manage global
problems are unlikely without the support of the African nations.
Furthermore, we have important and unique ties ta.fhe area, it is the
ancestral hoh of some 15 percent of our population.

Currently, attention to African matters is appropriately concentrated
upon t, itouthem part of the continent Zimbabwe, Namibia, and
South Africa where the overwhelming black majorities are denied
political, econojnic, and human rightsHaving'spent considerable
time in AfriEa on behalf of Stanley Consultants, I was convinced long
ago that independence, inc19.4ing majority rule, in all of sub-Saharan
Africa is a Prerequisite to a unified and peaceful continent. The task
before this discussion group is to consider new-volicy initiatives.as-
sociating the United States more clearly with 4he desires of the
African majorities. These desires include rapid moSexnent toward na-
bonal independence and racial equality, while avoidfhg major armed
conflict.

14
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CHALLENGE

The most challenging question now is, Will the United States rise to
the occasion and take advantage of current opportunities to exert
more positive leadership in the world community? Or, hobbled by
prejudice, precedent, and fear, will we allow the opportunities to fade
away? 1 certainly lack the vision jo answer these questions for yOui
But I believe two prerequisites to the development of determination
tolorge, a more positive leadership role for the United States are im
.portant considerations.

First, our decision-makers must overcome their tendency to yieldare-
'XVI peatedly- to the pressures of4vested interests. The arms race, for in-

stance, will ,never be halted so long as weapons' development and
production is justified to maintain employment, to improve the U.S.

. balance- of payments, or to satisfy unreasonable demands of the
military. Only as decision makers resist such pressures and focus up-
on measures to manage effectively the world's problems will our
response be'adequate.

.470
The second prerequisite concems relationships between the Soviet
Union and the United States. What a spectacle is created by the sight
of these two great powers locked in ideological and military coRfron-
tation Neither wants war, yet they pile overkill upon overkill. Both
would benefit from a letup in the amount of resources now pwykd
into military establishments, both would benefit from exchanges, of re-s./
sources and technology; both would be the victors if critical world as-
sues were managed better. Thoughtful reaPpraisal by thes. e two
countries of their attitudes to one another is long overdue. Without it
there is little hope of defusing the seemingly perpetual confrontation.
Without reappraisal, the United States will continue to avoid its
responsibilities and ovenook opportunites to provide leadership.

Only in the .future will we kirlw whether or not the ,United States
rises above obstacles an provides more positive leadership.
Fortunately, as a fan-pus coNdian, has observed, "the future .lies
ahead." To this it of wisdom, I would add, "the future starts now."
Here, at this confereilce, we have the opportunity collectively to help
shape, more positive and dynamic U.S. leadership contributing, to
secure peace with freedom and justice. ,

/.1. d"
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NON-PRbLIFERATION STRATEGY FOR THE
LATE '70s C

The nsks of the further spred, or proliferation, of nuclear weapons
recently has attl'acled increasing publiC attention, in part because of
two dtamatic and unpredictable',events, First, the Organization of
Petroleum' Exporting Countries (OltCroil embargo of 1973 focused
world attention on the future scarcity of fossil fuels, the vulnerability
of existing oil supply arrangements, the disparity of national rekurces

2 of fuels and energy, and the need to develop_ alt4Tnate energy
sources. The alternate source furthest alOng fit development, and the

t one encouraged 1:t.manst governments, was*nuclear power.
4 ?".

But a second event, India's "peaceful" nuclear explosion `in 1974,
raised anew the spectre of the _atom's destructive potential, revived

'fears of the link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons, and
prompted crenewed discussion of ways to prevent further proliferation
of nuclear weapons. ..

. . -

Efforts to deal with the proliferation pioblem arenOt ntw. Man in
ternational conferences have been held since 1945 to addreis floe
risks posed by, proliferation Snd what to do about they'. In this new
era of concem since the oil embah.,9, progress has ben made by
nuolear exporting countries to seek common grqpnd Aes for their
nucleir commerce. Presidents Ford.and Carter have made com-
prehensive statements on nuclear policy, and severaLother.heads .of _

govemment have made 9ew declarations such as the decisions of
France,and the federal Republic_olGermany not to undertake new

agreements to export sensitive technology designed to assure that
the peaceful uses of the atom will.not be tumed to destructive ends.
Despite this progress there is no international consensus on the addi-
tional measures which should be taken to preVeTirpToli rfa-fibit-a-nd

the %process to achieve one promises to be lengthy and tortuous.
Thus, in our deliberations we worked to identify the elements of -a
global, non-proliferation strategy, and the.objectives it may seek to
achieve.

Proliferation can be said to occur in two ways. "Vertical" proliferation
is the expansion of numbers and kinds of nuclear weapons by
nuclear weapons states. "Horizontal" proliferation is the acquisition
of nuclear weaponsi:iy norweapons states, and it is this form of pro-
liferation that we focused onin our discussions.
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WHAT IS PROLIFERATION .

A principal,prcalem in discussing nuclear proliferation is its definition.
Lawyers 'scrutinizing international treaties may have, one definition.
Laymen reading a newspaper account could have quite another For
our purposes we cte.cided to consider proliferation in terms posed by
one of our member's proliferation is both a fact and a process.

Proliferation is a fact when a country ioins'"the club" by acquiring a
nuclear devices a status that may.not become apparent until an ex-
plosion occurs Considered in terms of the 1970.Non-Proliferation
"Treaty (1\IPT.), proliferation occurs whenever there is an increase in
the number of states r5ossesstng a nuclear explosive device!And rn 3
this respect efforts to limit nuclear proliferation have -been reasonably
succesful Since July 1945 thqre have been more than 1,000 known' or presumed- nuclear explosions, Yet the nur'itber :of countnes de-
tonating these devices has not exceeded half a dozen. The United
States, the Soviet Union, Britain, France, China, and India. Many
members of our group found this reassuring in the light of predictions
early in the nuclear era. that,by now there would be more than a
score of nuclear-weapons states.

, ..
.

Asa process, nuclear proliferation is an immenwly complicated Mat-
ter The nature of thisprocess is more significant for (anyone trying to
devised no proliferation'strategy than the simple fact of prolifera-
tion It is the'process which, must be cdntrolled. :There is no simple,

. single route to nucleal 'proliferation, and similarly there is
road block to prevent it. One country could, build a small' reactor in
secret,to produce and a reprocessing plant fo extract plutanThilm, and .
then fabncate &small arsenal of nuclear weapons, running Only the
nsk of detection by intelligence operations Another country could
take incremental steps beginning With the trnifiort of nuclear power re-
actors arid fuel, theitacOring more sophisticated technical capabil-
ity, and culminating in a military , or poritical decision to like

"plutoniiim from it, and make a crude explosylie, Ytf another countr>.
could deliberately set out to develop and produce nucleAr explosives
reliable and predictable enough to be used as weapOns. Finally, prd -, .\:,'

liferation could result from the purchase of nuclear materials on a ,,.black market that might develop in -the event that these MateliDIS
become articles of international commerce.

There are rAany ways to get the nuclear materials needed to make
an explosive A government could try to divert significant quantities
of safeguar.ded nuclear materials, the risk would be whether such a
diversion 'would be detecid by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safeguards sy'steni. One possible means of doing this

1.8
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might be to-seize weapons grade material,Another might lie to build.

a covert ceprocessitig facility and then seize spent fuel, reprocess it

(quickly, and incorporate the materials into an explosive. It was

espmated by one member that a well qualified technical team could

use strellmatenal to make a military weapon in several months if ad-

vancediareparationslhad been made, or that it could make a "crude"
,fexplckie;with uriyhedictable yield, within a week Such a "crude"
bomb might have a yield in the kiloton range (1,000 tons of TNT

equivalent)

The oup was also informed of a study ,which concludes that a

small, covert reprocessing plant could be built in a ratter of months,
4 with capacity sufficient to separate in a matter of d ys after start-up

enou h plutonium for making a nuclear explosive device.

The of a bomb or weapons-grade materials and its Use by sub-

natr nal groups or terronsts is another important concern Since this

topic wgstcoitered in the 16th Strategy for Peace Conference Report

in 1975 (pp 33-40). we did not consider it indetail However, the

group noted that any technical step taken to deter national prolifera-

tion would increase the resistance to sub-national or terrorist ac-

tivities I

INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES

Just as the routes to nuclear proliferation are numerous and up-

. predictable, so the 'incentives tolbllow, these routes are subtle and
complex. Unfortunately, the incentives not to proliferate are at times

tenuous and ambiguous. While the group agreed that to some extent
incentives and disincentives to the acquisition of nuclear capabilities

,parallel the world's growing appetite for energy; we ividecl over

what relationship exists between "peaceful" .kitfcler p wer and the

.pursuit of a "military" capability. Indeed, it is alaTct th "t would be

easier for a country utilizing only its own resources to irectly pro-

duce the materials to build and test a bomb than to establish an in-

digenous power program and then divert we grade materials

. from it. Much of 'the technical information necessary to produc%
nuclear materials is in the unclassified literature, and the 'general prin-

Ciples of nuclear weapons design' are available, altho* not, in
Specific detail. By, contrast, a power program involves creating a IT*

national and international bureaucracy, arranging iong-tefm finance,

contracting for complicated fuel-supply and waste-disposal agree-

mentt, arranging for safeguardS and safety, and maintaining a vigilant

scientific and managerial Organization to control the 'program's con-.
tinned operation..We raise this contrast to illustrate that the spread of
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nuclear power, While potentially contributing to the proliferation
"process," should not be seen as inevitably^ culminating irr prolifera-
tion In the history of the nuclear era there, are many states with ex-
tensive power programs but no appafent interest in building nuclear
weapons,' despite their technical ability to do so if they wished
Proliferation, at least hts,toncally, has not resulted from nuclear power
programs. 7

7.

The ksy to fOstenng a creative political climate for non-proliferation
policies rests in large part :ern the ability of nuclear weapons states to
provide their allies wit^Credible security "umbrella." insecurity is a
powerful urge to proliferate. The .more sOcure and stable interna-
tional! conditions- can _be 'made, the *more likely it will be that com-
merce in .nucleaf power can thrive without an attendant spread of
nuclear arsenalg.

Nevertheless in considenng additional rr asures for non-proliferation
we agreed that the pl'ocess may yet- intfolve 'nuclear explosions_ by
new countries This pessimism, however, should not be grounds for

5 concluding that the existing non proliferation efforts have 'been a
failure. On the contrary, the group stressed the vital role played by
existing politica . institutions' which swe have called the 'lion-
proliferation`regime," which have reduced the political incentives for
proliferation and which haw provided considerable stability to date
in international nuclear affairs.

A' key institution of this regime is the Non Proliferation Treaty/ More
than 100 states are now parties. The IAEA, which was created in part
to apply an international .nuclear 'safeguards system, has been ap-
parently successful in assuring that nuclear matenals subject to its
scrutiny remain config* to peaceful uses The group 'agreed that
both-the pledge not fcracquire nuclear weapons, subject to venfica-
tion by IAEA safeguards, as required by 616 Treaty, and the obliga-
tions. of IAEA safeguards, have served to foster the spread of nuclear
power, without the attendant dangers of further proliferation, (There
is concern over the ability of the IAEA to provide such assurances in'
the future, especially with the next generation of nuclear technology.)
Thegroup noted the importance of such political institutions and ob-
ligations as nuclear test bans and the Latin American Nuclear
Weapons Free Zone created by the Treaty of Tlalelolco, in retraining
proliferation Finally, the group emphasized the importance of the
growing unacceptability to the world, community -of additional coun-
tries acquiring nuclear weapons.

We discussed several incentives and disinceQtives to proliferation, in
the context of various countries' decisions not .to ratify the NPT.

0.
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Some have abstained because Of the discrimination inherent inThe
NPT Some have abstained because they say the treaty provides'nb .

1'guarantee for their security Others may see the possibility of possess-,
ing nuclear weapons as a means of gaining prestige: Still otherssee
the prospect of NP as a bargi;ining Chip to be used with neigh,. rs

or allies. Several h 6 complained that current application o4 the
NPT by nuclear po er countries focuses on itt restnctive,regimli for
safeguarding nude matenals, to the exclusion of its promis4 in
Article Iv) to make vaitaltenuclear technology for peaceful us s.

. We agreed that there could Joe little hope of attracting more co 'tithes
to undertake NPT commitments if it appears that having rclear

6 weapons imparts some Special advantages, or an immunit from
commonly accept5d safeguards standard&

The group agreed generally That for a non proliferation policeo suc
oeed, there must be access to thOenetits of nuclear power as well as
adequate control. Assured/ supply of nuclear fu under4oth na
tidnal and multinational arrangements, was recognized to be a key in
centive in obtaining effective nOnprOliferation .constraints. We
generally agreecrthat the spread of nuclear power to coraptries that
do not accept the NPT or at a minimum safeguards* all '1*r_
nuclear activities, should be opposed( Some among us fell. that it may'
occasionally cbe necessary to disseminate nuclear tetynolOgy and
eqwpment° everNto countries that have not adherecrtO;the NPT, in

least not to
t of nuclear

.

1

Qrder to achieve non proliferation commitments, or
push such -courilines into an indigenOus developme
power,immune to foreign influence. .

In this .respect, we concluded that ipereasing scarciip of fossil
and their rising pnces, might cause more countries in to nuclear
energy; and that this increasing dependence.,m0t be,,a strong 'et.;
petus for them to undertake NPT commitments or at least to at-
cept international safeguards regimes. .

NEW APPROACHES

We agreed generally that any approach.'fo containing nuclelr pro
!iteration ,must 96 beyond merely, technical deterrents:4Political,
economic, and military considerations are highly important in dealing

with both the inc4ritives andtbe disincentives to prolifetate. Ques-
lions of energy, resources and needs, regional security agreements,
and interrfal political stability, all play a part the complex situation
surrounding, a",,ciStintry'4.decision. whether or not tó proliferate. The
problems ahead ace so complicated, we all agreed, that no single
technical, political, oreConomic,,:fix" will suffice. Indeed, to seek one
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would be foOlish. Jr, was observed that those with technical ba-ck
grounds' sometimes argue for politidal solutions, while those with

). political backgrounds tend to argue for technical solutions. It was
agreed; however, that concerted and imagin4tive efforts on all fronts
are needed, coordinated in terms df existing political and eccirom-ic
realities ,

We agreed also that IAEA safeguards shotld be improved, both in
respect of their coverage and interms of their potential effectiveness.
First, all parts of the nuclear fuel 'cycles of all non nuclear weapons
states should be covered by IAEA safeguards -agreements. Second,
plants handling significant quantitieS of special fissionable' ntaterial
should be so designed as to facilitate the application of safeguards..
Measurement equipment and national practices to account for
nuclear Material should conform to standardstto as to give the IAEA
the opOrtunity to draw all necessary conclusions.

Nuclear supplier nations should also consider using a broader range
of incentives and disincentives to induce their nuclear trading
partners into accepting stricter controls and adherence to the NPT.
Wht74s.in the past supplier states have seen,the totality of their rela
honships with their nuclear clients as necessitating a sgftening of their
approach to non-proliferation objectives, the group believes fharlike
totality of such relationships should be used to advance such goals in
the future. The effort need not be limited only to the nuclear aspects
of the relationship but may also be extended to economic, political
and military affairs.

sSANCTIONS

7.

We concluded that it is important to create a climate of world opin
ion hestile-to proliferahon'and a will for governments to meet a de-
cision to,proliferate with effective sanctions. Such. sanctions should be
unequivocal, inevitable, and preferably multinational.

e IXEA has a vital role to play in triggenng sanctions in case4of
an' violatigt4s of non proliferation understandings. The group agreed
that IAEA procedures toward this &id should be carefully evaluated
to enswe that they %Mill/union effectively when needed.

Repor'of South Afncan preparations in 1977 to explode a nuclear
device,ritl, the attendant international diplomatic pressures to dis
suade from doing, so, emphasized both the need' for and
possibility achieving prompt and effective international action to
counter proliferation threats.

22.
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PROPOSALS

/ .

Our group discussed proposals to rationalize and stabilize nuclear
commerce by creating multinational or international fuel-cycle cen-
ters. We recognized that there were problems connected with setting 9

up and operating such centers, but fejt they offer major possibiliti
,

for minimizing proliferation risks associated with sensitive fuel-cycl

activities. On the one hand such centers could remove the excuse f r
some nations to build their own nuctar fuel reprocessing plants --/a
source .of plutonium in forms that are, useful for weaponsmaking.
They should be reinforced by political institutions such as the NPT
and nuclear-weapon-free zones. On the. other hand, such centers
would not gicarantee that a nation would thereby retrain from flan-
destine nuclear weapons planning or preparation. Moreover, unless
great care is taken in setting up such institutional arrangements, such
centers could conceivably be sources of further pfoliferation. We
agreed, however, that for,,any new international institutions to be at-
tractive and acceptable to nations now interested in expanding their
nuclear power programs, "these must be equitable,. economical, and
well administered. For them to be attractive and acceptable fo nations
interested in stopping proliferation, they must in addition involve

minimizing of numbers of sensitive nuclear facilities and careful siting
and manageinent of such facilities. Here agreements by nuclear
suppliers to refrain from commerce with countries unwilling to
participate in these institutions might help to assure ,their success
Conversely, efforts by individual exporters to undercut new interna-
tional marketing or processing arrangements coulchinderrnine them

The group considered several approaches. One possibility Would
locate sensitive fuel-cycle activities, such as reprocessing, in intern-
tional enclaves under the jurisdiction of an appropriate multinational
organization. This international organization would have full custody
and control of sensitive materials- while in the enclave and during
transportation back into the reactor. Technical, .managerial, and
operational responsibili 'es would be+under national Organizations
that desire to locate fa Vies in the enclaves. This approach would,

. . separate the sensitive 'vibes, which should be under multinational
custody and contrOL fr m those which need not be, such as the
facility's management and operation. This arrangement would.
perhaps overcome one of the main objections raised in the past to
the multinational fuelcenter concept.

Another posibility would be to establish a multinational facility in a
particularly stable country. This facility would provide .enriched
uranium tOcountries prepared to forego national reprocessing and
enrichment facilities. The spent fuel would be returned to the center_

23
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in exchange for/ credit towards additional fuel supplies. iel
reprocessing using the safest possible technology would be added
a future _dale; as could breeder or advanced converter reactors
(which woulduse the, separated plutonium) thereby minimizing in
temational commerce in weapons-grade materials.

INITIATIVES OF THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION

We praise the Carter Administration's emphasis on non-
.proliferation, b t was divided about the wisdom of certain proposed
policies In particular we commended efforts to convene the Interna-
tional Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation as a first step toward building

,, an international consensus on further steps for a rational non-
proliferation strategy We were divided on our perception of the in-
ternational effectiveness of calling for indefinite deferral of reprocess-
ing and plutonium recycle, and Of commercialization of'breeder reac
tors viiicji produce more fuel than they consume by converting now
useles uranium 238 into plutonium. There was, however, general
conse us that plutonium recycle for light water reactors is now of
dubiou economic attraction. The breeder reactor, on the other han
is cons.deredby a 'lumber ofsountnes to be an. {octant energy ob-.jective.

-
The 911Sup discus ed the particulars of legi6slation currently before the \
.

U S Congress on On proliferation While reaching no conclusions as
to the desirability of specific approaches, the group agreed that
legislation could make,an important contribution to non proliferation
efforts,

9

privided that it combined assurances of reliable supply with
effective non proliferatioq restraints An important advantage .of such
legislation would be to remove much of the uncertainty surrounding
U.S. nuclear exportS! ;,

The current non proliferation debate, and especially the initiatives of
the Cailer Administrati n, have created an improved climate for.the
acceptance of innovati non proliferation measures. In particu ar a
number of nations are fling now to consider new multinational in-
stitutional-arrangements, Which they formerly rejected.

, Many ip the group concluded that the time is npe for tserious con-
sideration of a broad.range of ideas that will. enable the expanded

. use &nuclear power with minimal proliferation risk.
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-HUMAN RIGHTS AND U.S. FOREIGN POHCY.

Though concern with human' tights can be traced for at least three
thousara years in history, today's international concern Onithsthe pro
motion of human nghts denves most directly 'lc= the excesses of
Nazism and Fascism before and dunng the Second World War and
from the 'Four Freedoms" articulated by President Roosevelt in
1941 Freedom of Speech: Freedom of Religion, Freedom from

andand Freedom frorri-f-ear Public interest in these freedoms, and
in Intel-national measures for the protection pf human rights, was in

f tense as the Second World ar came t
2 y Nations 'and its Human Rights ton ere organized In ordSr

to ward 'off efforts to restrict the treaty ,pow e of the United States
(the Bncker amendment) the government of the United States
bromised to reduce its picipation in U.N work on human rights,r
and only recently has the promotion-6 of human nghts become again a
central goal of U.S. foreign policy.

V

This report considers a number of Aues relevant for the_present and
fur the future. Hoping that international concern for burr* rights will
remain arts enduhng-feature of. international relations,'the focus of the
discussionisro* was on the long term, rather than on short teen
goals and strategves.Accordingly, emphasis is given to the need for
developing jntertrational sianArds and international ingtitutional ar
rangements designed-to translate concern into action at both the in
temational and the domestic lev'el At the same time, consideration
was given to internal U.S needs, and to some currentspects of U.S

v

foreign policy in this area .

. Several major issues recognized as important in the discussion group
are not addressed in this report. Chief .among these is racial dis-
cnmination and the protection of.human rights in southern Africa,
which will be dealt with by another panelal the conference. Second,
issues of special treatment for particular grovs or cl..tses of persons
were omitted for lack of time. A third major exclusion, relates td the
human nghts issues gr9wing out of scientific and technological de,
velopments. Although recognizing the iinportance.of such issues in
the framework of the present report, the group was unable to devote
the attention required. fActheir inclusion in the report.

In an initial consideration of pnorities fOr action in the field of-human
nghts, the group generally agreed that its discussion might usefully
proceed along the following lines:

°
1. What can be done about grosS violations of human rights,

especially ignore, preventive detention and mass killings;

close, and as the United

..` .
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2. The relationship between civil and political rights and
economic, social and cultural rights;

3. "Linkage" between human rights action and national and in-
temkional security, arms control er other issues;

4 Measures to improve' the machinery and procedures of in-
temational agencies;

Specific actions that should be taken by the United States;
6 Measures to,strengthen the role of non-governmental- organiza-,

lions (NGOs) in securing compliance with international human
rights-standards.

.While several members of the group stressed the especially urgent
need for action in some of the areas listed, it was stressed that such
an emphasis was not intended to imply a lack of obligation to take
action in other areas'as 'well. In 'particular, it was generally agreed
t at governments ought not to ignore some rights while pressing/II rn

thers.

GROSS VIOLATIONS OF HUMANRIG"FITS
The problem of gross 'violations of human rights was chiefly dis-

. cussed from two standpoints: whether greater precision is needed in
the existing international standards in such areas as torture, summary
-execution and preventive detention; and whit action should be taken

, in specific 'instances of gross violations of human rights.

S ome members felt that existing standards were clear enough, and
that,what ieneeded is more adequate means of bringing pressure on
governments to comply With such standards. Others felt that the pro-
cess of working out more detailed standards would contribute to their
effectiveness. This was true because the process of refining the stan-
dard would strengthen it through focusing attention on the problem
and helping to -build a consensus that the behavior in question is
wrong and should be prevented. The 'redefinition of the standard .
viould also provide an occasion for the development' of additional

`'s--4. machinery for its implementation, and,. through the greater precision
in its definition, aid those-who seek to restrain government conduct,
leading to violations of the tights in question. An example *the
value of the careful elaboration of human rights standards islhejn---
temation4,Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Railal Dis-

-cm criminatiorf, which defines the nondiscrimination standard brat pro-i
, vides specialintematibnal maanery. to aid'in its realization. -.'

.
With these considerations in mind, most members Of the group sup-
ported efforts to elaborate the right to freedom from torture through
the Genefal Assembly. eclaration on 'Torture. adopted in 1975

27 .o
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(General Assembly Resolution 3452 [XXXI), and through an interna-
tional convention on torture. Several NGOs have started on the pre-

paratory work for such a convention. ,

Soine members also supported a similar development of detailed

standards in the areas of preventive detention, summary execution

and mass killings. In the first two areas the rights raise issues of the

adequacy of the legal process in some codntries that ought to be ex-

plored in detail and are not easily solved through the more general.

language of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and thg In-
ternational Conversant on Civil and Political Rights:

14 Some members felt, however., that existing standards Were fully ade-

quate for most "gross violations" problems, and ittwould only drain
energies and deflect attention to embark upon additional drafting ex-

ercises. In their view, emphasis should be give) to the procedures
already in place and political capital should be devoted to using these

,procedures in cases of gross violations of human -rights.

The group generally agreed that more forceful action should be
'taken in handling gross violatipn cases. The General Assembly, for
example, should be more willing to 'consider and adopt resolutionV
directed to specific cases of gross,violations of human rights. It was
suggested that other means also be explored of branging pressure up-

on the guilty government, for example, giving publicity to the
wrongful acts, withholding aid, declining to hold international con:
feences in the country,. and keeping up a steady criticism of leaders

of the govemment in question. Specific measures of this nature are

,discussed in detail latop.er in this report.

Two areas of consensus emerged from the initial discussion of action

in cases of gross violations of human rights. First, there is an urgent
need to give greater publicity tosuch,cases, specifically, in addition to

efforts by govemments and others, the procedures of the Human
Rights Commission and Sub-Commission should .be revised to

permit public disclosure of communications,containirrg allegations of

gross violations of human rights. Second, action taken in cases of .

gross violations should ,not exclude action in other cases, and should

not imply that gross violations are the only violations of human rights

thal are of international concern. ;;;

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CIVIL AND POLITICAL
RIGHTS AND ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL:
RIGHTS

.Discussion of this subject raised tlie'issues of a "hierarchy" and
"pnonty" in human rights, exemplified by the statement that "human
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nghts begin at breakfast "'Resolution 4 (XXXIII), adopted by the
Human.Rights Commission ihis past spnng, referred to the "full re-
alization of economic, social and cultural rights as an essential means
for ensuring the -real and meaningful enjoymervt of civil and political
rights" Did that 'resolution imply, that economic; social and cultural
tights come first, and that the implementation of civil and polihcal
right can be postponed?

In contrast to claims that the, "hierarchy" of nghts exists, the group 4
considered that civil and political rights-and economic, social and

'cultural rights are interrelated and cannot be -t eparated in this
fashion Both International Covenants, for example, recognize in their
preambles that the ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom from 15
fear and want can only be achieved, if conditions are created whereby
everyone may enjoy both' civil and political rights and economic,
social and cultural rights The reasons for` separating the two4ype4. of,
rights into two international Covenants included the ini-
tial perception that whereas civil and political nghts could largely be
guaranteed without delay, most economic, social and cultural rights

-could be achieved only progressively as resources could be devoted
to achieving full realization of rights in those areas. Although the. .

progressive "
accomplishment idea is now applied also in some

areas of civil and politiVI rights, it would not be accurate to link the
accomplishment of civirand political rights to prior satisfaction of
economic, social and cultural rights Indeed, the Human Rights Com-
mission resolution quoted above might equally well have called for
the full realization of civil and political rights' as "an essential means
for ensunng the real and meaningful enjoyment" of economic, social
and cultural rights.

Beyond the abstractions surrounding the hierarchy idea, some mem-
bers of the group pointed out that in concrete cases of individuals,
their specific conditions of life may give a special urgency to one or
the other of the basic human lights, in this sense real and cOntelling
priorities-do exist. That fact,however, and the fact that under some
Circumstances severe economic problems might be thought a suffi-
cient practical justification for lapses in the full realization, of certain
civil and political rights, should not lead to an uncritical acceptance of
the general prkosition that economic, social and cultural rights may
be treated as prior in sequence to civil and political rights.

A member of the group pointed out that the hierarchy isstie was be-
ing raised by governments of autocratic countries, with some support

- from liberal intellectuals in western countries, and that it was not at all
clear that people in the poor countries were not interested in civil
and political rights. Some felt that the hierarchy concept was being

29
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raised by autocratic govemmentt as an excuse for the denial of civil

and political rights but the fact that the recent change in government

in India was Brought about with full support from the poorer classes

clearly shows their interst in'avil and political rights. .

More complex problems are presented when specific economic,
social or cultural nghts come into conflict with civil or, political rights.

For example; in the area-of freedom of information, it has been as-

serted that the right of societies to preserve their cultural heriteige im-

plies a right to control news content. Cases of conflict of this kind

have no ready solution The most that can be done is to attempt to

reach an acceptable accommodation in making clear Atirough,

declarations and con scope of such rights and the limita-

tions that may be imposed to protect rights existing in other areas.

?LINKAGE' BETWEEN HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIQN AND

OTHER ISSUES

>The group discussed the "linkage" question, in relation chiefly to na-

. tional and international security and arms control issu and- to the

general issue of domestic jurisdiction under-Article 2, P. agraph 7, of

the U.N. Charter.

It was generally agreed that th human rights referr o in the U N.

Charter and made the subject of international decla on-
ventions have become matters of international c9nce *nci-

ple cannot be sajd to be "essentially within the domestic on"

of states as that term is used in Article 2, Paragraph 7, :N.

Charter. This conclusion was based upon the many y ex-

penence-,with human rights issues in U,N. organs,' and the rally

accepted view that the content of the "domestic jurisd. ncept

cannot remain fixed: it must change to reflect the ac ptance of in-

temational obligations conceming the proinotion of human rights.

Thus, in the view of the group, states are intemation ly accountable

for the actions they take within their jurisdictions in, 'olation of in-

ternational human rights standards. In particular, the group 'did not

accept the argument advanced by some, states that althotigh the

formulation of human rights standards in the international covenants

is a matter for international action, means chosen to i plemen't such

standards lie within the "domestic- jurisdiction" of t e states .con-

cemed.

Having taken this position on domestic jurisdiction, 'e group con-

sidered that there may nonetheless, be practicaland_ ncipled limita-

tions on the extent to which governments should- at to promote

hurnaia nghts in other countries. In general, th group agreed that
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focus might properly be 'given to specific.practices of governments
that are seen to conflict with international human nghts standards as
contrasted with broad indictments of governments or generalized
condexiinations that might be seen as, efforts to nverthroiv a govern
mentrather than as efforts to prornote the human rights of peoples
subject to its jurisdiction.

The line thus drawn becomes difficult to apply when it is observed
that in some respects appeals for change in human nghts practices
may challenge basic tenets of the government and thus, in effect, call
for systemic change In this situation, some members felt that_policies
directed towards protection of the individual cannot avoid being at
the sametime policies -directed towards fundamental institutional~ ;47
change This obseivation led some members to express.reservations
about the use of active policies to promote human nghts in such cDW
texts, while others' considered that even if institutional change would
be a necessary end'result, that factalone should not exclude support
for international human rights standards.

At the level of practical politics,. many members considered that dis-
tinctionsz might be drawn in terms of the expected result of pressures
for the promotion of huk-nan rights standards. Where, "fd example,
leverage exists, strong claims might be made in the expectation that
this will' influence government attitudes and accomplish protection.
goals for the individuals_concerned, Where there is no leverage, as
was said to be true in the-case of closed societies, human nghts de-
mands _may not work, and the best approach, exemplified,by_the
Helsinki agreement, may be to combine emphatis on human nghts
with means of operTing up that society_Sorne members feared that
de- emphasis of human Tights in relations with closed societies carries
the danger of downgrading human nghtsand establishes a double
st ndard.

Vi ing the issue from the perspective of foreign criticism of ,human
righ ractices within the United -States, it was observed that the
United tates had not sought to deflect such cnticism through re-
liance on "domestic jui-iscliction." For example, the United States-has
responded inquiries raised through Organization_ of- -American-=

States (OAS) procedures Without invoking domestic jurisdiction, and
in this tonnection has invited the Inter-American Commis_sion to visit

United States shoutd it wish to do so. .

Turning to "linkage" Witl-inati,onaf and international cerunty,..a4
arras control issues, the groi.W.reconized that rio broad generaliza-
tions are possible. On the cOttion oPStrategic Arms Limitation Talks
(SALT), iit was observed that the United States cannot avoid
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4.
"linkage" if the Soviet Union in fact considers that there is a linkbetween human nghts promotion and SALT. Although no con-clusions were reached on the actual impact of the Administration's
human rights initiatives on SALT, it was-generally agreed that humanrights cannot be seen as'absolute interests to which) other interests, asfor example in security and arms control, must always be subordinat-ed. At the same time, aa more general level,warnings were Voicedthat too often "national security" or national emergency is invoked
Without proper cause, and care must be taken topreserve the vitality
of human nghts`promotion in such contexts. Efforts to uphold humanrights may themselves promote security interests. In all these situa-18 lions, as the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights dearly provides,certain basic human rightSmust not be trampled ,upon.

IMPROVEMENT OF INTERNATIONALAGENCY
MACHINERY AND PROCEDURES \
As observed at the outset of this report, the group considered that in-ternational concern for humarr rights has become an enduringfeature of international relations, and that therefore special emphasisshould be given to the development of international standards,anct tothe structure of international human right; institutions. Contributionsin this regard were seen to have more durable impact than contribu-
tions to short-term planning.

In this sense, the grpup gave high priority to careful revrew of interna-tional human rights machineryand procedures and considered thatcare must be taken to ensure that developments of machinery andpro dures will ensure ,impartiality, faimest and due process. Withdies dards in mind, the group considered proposals for basicchanges in the structure -of U.N. machinery and proPosals- formodif4tions in some of the procedures presently followed.
The view was expressed that both the Human Rights Commissionand its Sub-CoMmission should have -higher status in the U.N.

m to more effectively advance human rights goals. Concern wasalso.expressed that in' fact these bodies were not able lo meet often'enough, and for long enough periods, to carry out their work. Finally,it was observed that the Human Rights Division of the Secretariatr l'acked both staff and funds needed for the work assigned to it,especially because of the new burdens imposed by the Human Rights
Committee established upon the recent entry into force of the Cov-
enant on Civil arid Political Rights. It was suggested, therefore, that
the Division be Oven more adegyate funds.
The efficient functioning'of the Commission and Sub-Commissionwould beenhanced by separating its drafting function from the quq-

,.
.41g4h
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judicial functions orreviewing state reports and individual petitions.
While retaining the present .division betWeen bodies of independent
experts and bodies on which governments are represented, some
suggested the establishmeht of a separate structure for each of these
two functions Others suggested sthat the quasi-judicial functions
would more appropriately be assigned to experts at both the Com-
mission and the Sub Commission levels, while policy functions might
continue in the hands of government representatives It was observed
that expert bodies had performed well in human rights inquiries
In the area of basic change, it was'observed that proposals had been '
made to replace the Human Rights Commission with a Human
Rights Council that might replace the Trusteeship Council as a pnn- 19
cipal organ of the United Nations The proposed council would solve
the 'Status problem and would consolidate treatment of human nghts
issues in the United Nations. Although such a change would most
comprehepsively be accomplished by Charter amendment, it could
also be arranged through General Assembly resolution, the Assembly
could not _formally abolish the Trusteeship Council, but it could
create a new council to replace the Hurnan Rights Commission.

Some members considered,that consolidation of U.,11. human nghts
machinery would strengthen the system, make it more visible, reverse
the trend towards proliferation, of agencies exercising similar func-
tions and improve coordination.

Turning to the preient requirement that states report to the'Human
Rights Commission on action taken to give effect to international
standards, the suggestion was made that all states should be asked to
rerSort on conformity of their laws to norms contained M' the Interna-
tional Covenants even if they have not yet ratified the Covenants

In the area of regionalization of human rights' efforts, support. was ex-
pressed for regional agencies on the pattern of the European and In-
ter-American agreeMents It was suggested that such an approach
might be especiallyuse in Africa.

The idea of a U, A'Com issioner on Human Rights also received
support, with the suggestion that such a development might be ex-
tended to the regional level with regional human rights com-
mis ners attathed to the present United Nations regional economic
co Smmissions.

The group suggested the idea that, in connection with the 30th an-
niversary of the Universal Declaration pf Human: Rights in 1978, an
effort be made to stimulate national Activities through the establish-
ment of national machinery for the promotion of human rights, as
well as through the study of human rights issues.
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ACTION BY THE UNITED STATES,
Action recommended for the United States falls into two categories:
support for international action_ uggested earlier in this report, and
additional measures appropriate or unilateral action by the United
States rather than for action jind aken in concert with other coun
tries.

The group endorsed the proposition that the United States should
support for governments \that make progress on hump

sights, as well as criticism of govern ents that fail in their obligations
to respect international human rights standards.'

20 Two specific applications of these general policy appro. aches were
discussed: the relationship between human ,rights and the U.S.
foreign aid program, and between humaii rights and the policies of
intematioiial lending institutions.

On the aid issue the group endoise4,,the existing practice of 'clis-
tinguishing.economic aid from militaaid.The group felt. thaf the
humanitarian type of economic aid ought not to be withheld on
human rights grounds, but some members felt that it would be ap-

. prbpriate in some circumstances to withhold other forms of
economic 'aid. Military aid, in contrast, should not be granted to gov-
ernments responsible for massive Violations of human rights, except
in s cialand extraordinary circumstances.

Turning °international lending institutions, the group felt that a dis-
tinction should be drawn ,between actions putted- by the ILnited
States within such agencies io concert with 41thermembers,, and ac-
tions sought to be imposed-upon the agencies by unilateral. decision
of the United States. Alpng these lines it was observed that the in-
stitutions in question form part of the U.N. system and should be.re-
garded as subject to the Charter injunction to further'the realization
of human rights. Therefore, in the View of the group, international
lending agencies should be asked to take the promotion of human
rights into account in their lending policies. This might mean, for ex
ample, that such agencies should consider the human rights impact
of specific loans, and should affirmatively seek to support projects
that would improve human rights in the applicant country. The grip
felt that going beyond considerations of this kind would imply an as-
sessment of the form or character of the applicant government,
which should be regarded as.beyond the proper role of an agency4n
the U.N. system.

Two other major issuers were considered by the group as of special
importance: continued participation by the jonited States in the
human rights activities of the International Labor Organization (I1-(5),
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and the ratification'by the United States of international human nghts
instruments.

"b.

As has been noted, praise was expressed in the group for the work
'done by ILO in" the human nghts field. The ILO Committee of Ex-
perts is highly regarded for its careful work on the 4rnplementation of
International Labor Conventions, many of which relate to the Arno-
non of human rights The ILO Governing Body Committee on
Freedom of Association, although accused of having applied ,a dou-
ble standard in its reports on trade union freedom in the United
States and in the Sciviet Union has a large and impressive record, ffair dealing on tradeuniort-isstiesother contexts. The group con-
sider that, on_batince, it would bea mistake for the tnited States
to with raw from ILO without at least waiting for an additional yearor tw to determine whether progress will be made on the issues that
in 19 5 led to the United States. notice of 'merit to withdraw.

-)41The fi al issue, U S ratification, of internatiqnal human nghts instru-
ments, is in 'many ways the most importanossue The United States
has signed, but not ratified, five major '1,urnan rights treaties:, the

'. Genocide Convention, the International Convention on the
of All Fori'ns of Racial Discrimination, the International Covenant

on Economic, Social and Cultural-Rights, the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, and the American Convention on
Human Rights' Each of these treaties, and the Optional Protocol -to
the Civrand Political Rights Covenant, should, in the judgment of
the group, be ratified as soon as possible. Until the iiinited States in
fact joins major international human rights arrangements, it will con-
tinuetCface erribarassments in its efforts to promote human nghts in
the w rld.

On qu ions' of strategy to accomplish the. ratifications, the group
consider that the first step should be to seek Senate consent to the
ratification of the Genocide Convention, which has been pending
More the Senate

view

over twenty-five years. As to next steps, the
group took the view that efforts to obtain ratification of the other
treaties must be very carefully prepared. Major educational efforts
-must be made to secure a full ilublic understanding of the content
and operation of international human nghts treaties, and of the
reasons for their ratification./

. The group agreed that the United States should examine further ac-
tion to promote human rights within the United Stated, including the
broadenfilg of the Civil ITigfits Commission into a Human Rights
Commission with power to monitor the execution of human rights in-
bruments to which the United States is a party.
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THE ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS .

The group devoted some attention to the special importance of in;
temational non-govemmerlal 9rganizations (NGOs) in the human
nghts field, but ,greached this issue too late in its sessions to consider

all its aspects. N'evettheless, the group was uttnimous in expressing
strong support for the invaluable work of NGOs in bringing the facts-
of human rights violations to the attention of international human
nghts agencies. The group considered the currepi attacks made on"
the independence of NGOs a grave threat to the progress that has
been made in the international 'protection of human. rights. In
particular, NOOs must be allowed to bring human'fights violations to

22 the attention of U.S. bodies, and to criticize the accuracy of govem-
ment reports as well as of U.N. decisions.

0
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PROBLEMS OF INTERNAtIONAL SECURITY 1OUTER SPACE

INTROWCTION

Mankind 413s been making increasing use of outer space for militaryand civhkr purposio_during the last two decades and there are clearindications that this tren$ will .continue at an accelerating pace intothe indefinite future. A number of international security problems24. ha'Ve alread9, emerged-from this intensifying and potentially conflict-ing use of, space. The group considering these problems decided rolimit its discussion to the following: The current emergence of anti-. satellite capabilities in the,Unded States and the Soviet Union. Thenear-future problem of spaced-based Weapons that could causedamage either to other objects in space or to vehicles being launchedinto ace or to objects on the ground, and the far-term problem of
space~-,.tations. iii "addition the group considered policy problems re-lated to remote sensing, scientific- exploration, and sophisticated
navigation systems, planned for the near future. The group re-cognized that the next few years offer tie best chance of pre-emptiveregulation of national space activities by means of bilateral or.multilateral agreements that could ensure the peaceful and thereforemost advantageous exploitation of space by Mankind. As a conse-quence the group agreed that there is an elemerit of urgehcy inreaching such agreements before unilateral capabilities or actions en-danger such peaceful exploitations. -

----;
, 6.,

.

Ari example of such capability is the apparent effort of the SovietUnion to develop a system that could destroy,.or. interiere withsatellites in orbit. The United States deploys at present twobgeneralclasses of satellites: Near-Earth craft that includes surveillance, recori-.naissance, elect onic ferreting, communications, guidance anct.navigation, and weather satellites, and geosynchionws.orbit satellitesperforming functions ofarly warning of strategic attack, communica-tions, and accurate guidano3.40nlike
ballistic missiles, satellites cannot`° beeffectiuely protected from attack even if very large sums of moneyii are expended for -That purpose. though they can be hardened andI

a .serieg of counter-measu (costly in treasute atid operationalcapabilities) could lessen their vulnerability to physical destruction, and interferenCe, satellites will always remain ultimately vulnerable toincreasingly sophisticated and powerful antj-satellite capabilities.
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The group views the emerging Soviet an * nti-satellite capability
as the initial step in* an escalating, evens nd destabilizing arms
race In spade Consequently` the group devoted the largest portion of
its deliberation to a disctissrDP of that capability, its military .and
political implications, the neec for arms control agreements to pre-'
vent the threatening arms race in space, and the multiple itriplications,
of such aims control measuresi

0

):
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RECENT SOVIET ANTI-SATELLITE ACTIVITIES

The Soviet program tq develop an anti-satellite capability may date - 25
Back to mid 1962 when Vostok III and IV were manuevered to
Within three miles of each other. A new series of experiments were
performed in 1968 to' early 1971 duriig which a target satellite
would be launched first and a few days later a second satellite would
be launched in a trajectory that would bring it in the immediate vicini-
ty of the first. On Several occasions the second satellite would ex-
plode in the immediate (vicinity of the firsC In some tests the second-

..
satellite would achieve co-orbital location with the first and appear
to linger in that position as if it weretispecting the target craft. Those
tests ceased in 197,1, but commenced again in 1976 with seven
satellites (either targets or intercepters) and continued in-1977 with
three more launches in May and June of that year. Iii some of these
the interceptor would be launched on a highly eliPtic orbit that would
bring it very near the target satellite within one orbit after launch. It is
not clear what these experiments jntended to achieve or their de
of success. All the tests were conducted in low and interme Ste
altitudes (where many but by no means all of the U.S. military or ob-
servation satellites orbit) but did not show any Soiriet capability to in-
tercept spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, a mission which app@ars
to be within, the technical capability of the Soviet Union but would be
achieved with considerable difficulty and uncertaifity. The group cop-
cluded that the Soviet Union has indeed underway:, a satellite-

, interception program and that its capability to achieve interceptions
at least of some low orbiting U.S. spacecraft is slowly-improving
despite an impressive apparent failure rate of their interception ex-
periments. There is however no basis to occasional claims that the
Soviet Union has damaged U.S. satellites. The group remains uncer-
tain as to the motives and aims of the Soviet program. It considers
that a peacetime attack on U.S. satellites would probably provoke a
military response. The Soviet Union may be acquiring an anti-satellite
capability for use during an armed conflict with the United States or.
to neutralize some-space assets of the People's Republic of Chin .
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`'iTHE US. ANTI-SATELLITE PROGRAM

411 .196k the United States had a:bin-Red' anti, satellite program
sedAn facilities on Kwaialein and Johntson Islands as pact of the

.. latgeic anti Ballistic Missile (ABM) effort, with which an anti satellite
system has some common characteristics. This program was finally
terminated fh 1975. Very recently the U.S. Departm ,nt of Defense

-dvarded a contract to Vought Corporation to design anew U.S. anti
satellite calligbility that is reported to be more sopI isticated than the
Soviet System. In addition, since satellites could be arnaged, or their -
proper' functioning interfered with, by laser beams or electronic

, means from the earth, it is conceivable that incidentals anti satellite .
26 capability is resident in Systems developed for a multiplicity of other

purposes by the United Stafes. The group is not aware of any.
evidence that such capability has beet demonstrated, or its use
pfanned, in the near future.

p.

**.

Nth-CO6NTRI7 ACTIVITIES IN SPACE a 4

France, Japan, China, and the United Kingdom have demonstrated
an indiggikous satellite lauhch capability. A West Germin enterprise
is preparing to acquire such capability for commercial purposes. India
is known to be working on such capability. France uses satellites for
rec nna;Issance, geodetic studies and probably mapping of the

vitational field, all necessary ancillary activities to the development
of their nuclear deterrent force. The Chinese are known to have
Idundhed into orbit payloaeTs, between 24 thousand kilograms. They
may be planning to use their satellites to acquire target information in,
the Soviet Union and elsewhere, as well as for tactical military com-
munications. No othler nation, however, has-displayed any activity, or
intention to pursue such activity, that could interfere wi acecraft
in orbit. .

-
,

J

IMPLICATIONS OF I-SATELLITE CAPAIALITY

The group agreed that the United/States and the Soviet Union
are becoming increasingly dependent on satellites fOr their military
activities and thkt civilian uses oflatellites will become increasingly
impottant in the future. The group also agreed that while the United
Stites being more technologically advanced relies increasingly on
satellites fo; its military operation, the Soviet Unto'!" is equally if' ot
more dependent on its satellites for ocean and electronic sur-
veillance, since it lacks the earthbound facilities, of the United States
for similar monitoring. Therefore, both countries would have a vital
interest in safeguardiniheir space bome Military assets. -These assets

4Q



could be partially safeguarded by redundancy that could reduce the
efficaty,of anti-satellite activitiet, and by counter-rneabres that %vould

-both safeguard satellites from trivial interference and ct.lould make
such' interference difficult to conduct clandestinely. Such counter-
measures would raise the threshold of covert interference that
otherwise could be difficult to detect and identify and thereby could
raise the political price for such interference. Thus satellite protective
measures are stabilizing and consequently welcome, if needed.

The group agreed that peace time or pre-emptive interference with
U S satellites is highly improbable, but that the Soviet Union could
consider it profitable to posssess the capability of attacking U.S. (or
Chinese) tactical communications satellites -during war. The group
agreed that the Soviet Union could not decrease the strategic deter-' rent capacity of the United States by an anti-satellite attack on any of
the U S satellite systems The group concluded that it is definitely
militarily preferable to protect the U.S. satellite systems by banning
anti-satellite activities by treaty, rather than maintain the optionito
conduct anti satellite operations against Soviet systems but in the
process leave U.S. satellites viilrferable to Soviet attacks.

FURTHER ARMS CONTROL MEASURES IN SPACE
The group therefore recommends that. (1) the United States and
the Soviet Union should proMptly seek an agreement aimed
at prohibiting the testing, 'deployment or use of any earth-
based or space -based systems ddsignece to damage, destroy
or interfere with the functioning of any spacecraft - of a
foreign nation. Because of the urgency in curtailing development
of t uch capabilities, which could escalate beyond control into the pro,
curement of expensive and dangerous weapons systems for waging
war in space, and since only the Soviet Union and the United States,1
currently have the potential for such a capability, the initial agreei;:
ment should:_be bilateral to avoid delays in bringing this potential
arms race under control. However after it had been negotiated, it
could be endorsed by the United' Nations and later broadened into a
multilateral treaty in a procgdure analogous to that used in negonat-

tiing the Outer Space Treaty of 19W:

Although it .was not .an overriding consideiation, it was recognized
that such a prohibition could encourage the use of space for deploy- ,
ing military systems by guaranteeing their invulnerability. 'therefore
the group also recommended that: (2') Agreement should be
reached to prohibit the stationing in orbit, on 'celestial
bodies, or elsewhere in outer space of weapons desitned for
or to be used for inflicting in1ry or damage on the earth, in:

41
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the atinosilhere or on objects launched into space from the
earth. Such a, Prohibition is an extension of Article IV of the Outer
Space Treaty which deals only with.weapons of' mass destructiOn.
Thus, while such an agreement might be initially reached between
the United States and the, Soviet Union, it might at an early date be
made multilateraras a Protocol to the Outer Space Treaty.

The group considered that these two self denying agreements, affect-
ing primarily the United States and the SotAet Union, should be as-
sociated with a bioader multinational' effort to establish further
general principles goveming peaceful international behavior in space,

28 ThezrouP's belief that a ban on anti-satellite activities is in the best
Military and political interests of-the United States is supported by' ,
President Carter's proposal to the Soviet Union to enter an agree-
ment banning such activities.

IMPLICATIONSFOF PROPOSED ARMS CONTROL
, MEASURES

\
The group also-disc pssed a number of military and political implica-
tions that would follow the adoption cif the proposed two arms con-
trol agreements. For ekrple the group realizes that such measures
bestow special legal and political status to space bome systems even
though some of them may constitute parts of large weapons.systems,
arms control aspects of which lay beyond the scope of our current re-

,

view.

The group recognized th%t some covert testing of anti-satellite
systems could go undetected, and that occasional space activities un
related to anti-satellite systems could be misconstrued as proscribed'
activities. Verification 'capabilities'by- national technical" means will
probably have to be expanded to accommodate the additional re-
quirernerits of the proposed agreements so that these agreements will
not give ,rise to an excessive number of "fale alarms." These could
be at least partly alleviated by better registration of the purpose of
space launches and the establishmentof a colisultative mechanism to

,resolve ambiguities.

*Mt The group agreed that there will be inevitable uncertainty regarding
the precise activities, of the two countries vis-a-vis anti-satellite de-
velopment systems or testing. However, we believe that the risk to in-
ternational security caused by such uncertainty is small compared to
the predictable destabilizing effects of an unlimited arms race in
space.

4.
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REMOTE SENSING AND °T IER SPACE ACTIVITIES

The group deliberated, in some detail on the intematonal attitudes
towards data collection by remote sensing satellite systems and the
best policy to govern the dissemination of such data. The group
agreed that the United States should nbt accept- any prohibition on
data gathering and acquisition from space borne platforms iiglepen-
dently of the quality of data, the resolving power, or the degree of
wavelength discrimination of the sensors. Neither should it accept
any time or other restriction in disSeminating data to all users. The
group recognized the current practice of withholding data collected
by defense and intelligence dedicated satellites. On the other hand it
also recognOed r t the inexorable technological trend is towards im-
proved q 4 is ata that will eventually eliminate the difference
between n t tec cal levels of civilian and military remote sens-
ing plata:4ns; ev n thoUgh the nature of the collected data may re-
main oplwartially overlapping.

,

Consequhntly the grdup believes that freedom to acquire data should
be coupled to the willingness to disseminate them freely, reliably and
prompt : An addition the group recommends increased assistance byIs

the tedh logically developed countries to Less Developed Countries
(LDCs) ip:' acquiring the technical capability to interpret and ptit to
use theiriailable_data from space borne sensors. .

.t. , , . .

As to U.S. activities, the group recommended that scientific data
gathered by space borne sensors also be made freely available to all
countries Civilian acquisition of such data should be unfettered by
military demands for the exclusive capability to gather such data. The
group concluded that restrictions based on optical resolution or other
data characteristics are unstable in the rapidly changing technological

,

The group c d not reach concensus on the question of disposition

oti)environment. .
..

.

Th
of pavigatia 'data of great accuracy that the forthcoming U.S. Global
Positioning System will make available. The group acognized that
military use of such data by nations other than the United States was
unlikely but was unable to resolve the technical and security prob-
lems produced by unlimited access of this data. 4

Finally the group endorses the idea that permanent'large manned
space installations should be managed, controlled and manned on a
multinational basis, since such a practice would remove suspicion

--,.nd misperc4Ption of large kale activities in space and 'preclude_ in-
temational tension caused by fear of abuse of' such installations, and
would promote international cooperation.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BACKGROUND TO THE 1979_UNITED NATIONS SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE AND THE UNITED
STATES_ROLLCY
The United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for
Development (UNCSTD) is scheduled to be held in tkugust-
September 1979. The mail objectives of the Conference are:

a. to adopt concrete decisions on ways -and means of applying
science and technology in establishing a new economic order;

b. to strengthen the technological e.apacity of developing nations
so as to enable them to apply science and technology to their
development; ,

cr to adopt effective means for the utilization of scientific and
technological potentials in the solution of problems of develop-
ment of national, regional and global Signipnce;

d. .to provide instruments of cooperation to developing countries
*in thel,utilization of science and technology for solving socio-
. economic problems that cannot be solved by individual action,

N.

in accordance with-national-priorities.'

In an effort to focus the Conference on a more meaningfill range of
issues, the Committee on Science and Techriology forDevelqpment
(CSTD), a standing committee of the United Nations Economic and
Social Council (ECOOC), which was designated as the Preparatory
Committee for the 1979 Conference, has stipulated that there shall
be no more than five subject areas on the agenda, that theseshall be
clearly designated and limited in scope, and that member states will
be expected to prepare country papers linking,individual national
needs in science and technology to social and economic priorities.
Though Ile precise agenda of the 1979 Conference is yet to be de-
termined, the overall goal Of the Conference is to probe the realiza-
tion of an 'international economicisystem, which was defined bythe
u.pit, General Assembly in 1974 as a

ed qn equity, sovereign equality, interdependence, common
nterest and cooperation among all States, in-especfive,of their

economic and social systems, which shall correct inequalities
and redress existing injustices, make it possible- to eliTinate the.
widening gap between the developed and the developing coun-
tries and ensure steadily accelerating economic and social de-
velopmen and peace and justice for present and future genera-

. -tions.2
This view thus clearly recognizes the reality of interdependence of

-
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natibris, developed, and developing,' and of the need to evolve a
world economic order while maintaining the cherished concept of
national sovereignty Furthermore, this formulation stresses the need
to correct the inequitable distribution of wealth both within and
a pg Countries, and urges, not merely economic growth but
ec iitnic.- and social development in, order to arrest growing equity
.c sis within most nations.

e new U S Administration has been re examining a wide range of
U S policies in response to the call for a new international economic,
system. In hiOStatement to the 'World oh Inauguration Day last
January, President Carter pledged this country's cooperation in corn.'
batting four pernicious enemies Of mankind poverty, disease,
hunger and political 'repression and this country's willingness to
join other nations in seeking equitable development of the world's re-
scfrces and the proper,

ce on Science and Technology fpr

saf arding of the world's environment. As

the United Nations Conf n
a furthee expression of this untry's concern with the objectives of

Development (UNCSTD), the present Administration has reiterated
its willingness'to host the Conference in 1979. Enlightened opinion
in the United States while recognizing the limitations of science and
technology in the complex process of social and economic develop-
ment has, in the Buell- chosen words of C. Maxi ell Stanley affirmed
that "intelligent transfer of science and technology, properly applied
to the needs of labor intensive economies, can stimulpte economic
and social growth,'; and that the United State "sho011d be in the
forefront . helping to develop more effective procedures ari
mechanisms for transfer of suitable science and technology."3

BOUNDARY CONDITION'S AND ASSUMPTIONS
The discussion group defined its task as that of,,examining the role of
science and technology in international developthent in view of the
call for a new international economic system, and to determine what
fresh and realisirputiatives should be undertaken by the United

,Srates bearing in mind the role of other., nations in An increasingly in-
terdependent world. Three assumptions guided our discussion.

1 , Science and technology are not 'magic but only, one set, of
.,, vibles in the process of economic acid social change.

Likewise .inVestment though a, crucial variable- is not the
ultimate -factor in socio-economic development. But
technological and .irwestment° choices do -matter and the
autonomous capacity to create, acquire, adapt and use
technology, and to make wise decisions about investments to
meet critical economic and social problems is vital- to all coun-
tries:

46
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'2. Developing countries and the peoples and institutions
within them most immediately involved are best able.to de-
fine the objectives a d needs which can be served by new

fOrrns of technol..,,

3. We are con 9ntel h a global equityfcrisis of arresting pro-
, portions, m, es .y widespread poverty, sharp income ine-

quality, and severe unemployment, underemProyment, and
employment' at very marginal rates of prbductivity. In the cam-

ing decade this equity crisis will grow exponentially. To deal
with it radically different development strategies are needed to
replace the "trickle down" efforts made over the past 36 years.-

Given these circumstances; some members' of the group felt that a re-

cent statements by Father Theodore Hesburgh, Chairman-designate
of the U.S. Delegation to UNCSTD, underscored what should;be the
central thrust of the Conference and this country's participation in it:
"In simple terms, the goal of the Conference is to improve poor
people's lives by finding the best- ways of bringing the benefits of
science and technology to them."

OBJECTIVES OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT

'A*
The group agreed that UNCS1D involved varied objectives. Some
objectives are of .copcem to all nations; others have a greater. rel-

evance to deOelopfng countries; a escfiv others Ate, preeminently of
impbrtance to the developed nations. For iriStahce no nation of the ,
world can be oblivious to the serious magnitude of the equity crisis

1 among devsloped and less developed nations, and within a- large
number of such nations. Enhancing the' quality of environment,
proper and equitable utilization of natural resources and-energy, im

proving the quality of life and human rights consistent with each na-
lion's cultural tradition, fostering better demographic equilibrium, in-
creased employment possibilities, and equitable growth svithout
runaway inflation are some of the goals and objectives shared by All-

`mankind.

it was further agreed that developing countries had a special objec-

tive of creating througKjtheir own efforts and the cooperati'o'nof de-

, veloped,countries a self sUstaining economic and social developnrent

which at its foundation would provide an adequate and nutritious
diet, 'and significantly better housing facilities and health care than *I*
that presently experienced by the. world's poor, Some members of
the discussion .group suggested that alteration of life styles in de-
veloped countries ich are based on overconsumption of world's

-4'7
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resources and which created both waste and pollution of the 4arth's -

resources 'and environmenr needed to be taken as a serious ollective
by the industrialized countries.

The group agreed that UlICSTD must consider several clusters of,ls-
sues or topics as pertinent, to the creation of a new intemadonal
econiaiiiic and social system. Among those suggested were these,..(1)
Population, POverty, Health, Food afld Nutrition, (2) Energy, Natural e'
Resources, and Environinent, (3)- Climate, Soil and 'Water, (4)
Employment, Trade. and Industrialization, (5) Urban Settlements and

'Rural Developments (6) Education -and Manpower Training, (7)
r,"Science and 'N-chnology Infrastructures and (8) Indigenous Research

and Development. -35

In one way or another most developing countries and to some extent
the developed countries are affected by these clusters of issues, or in-
dividual issues-within a given cluster. It could, not be said that all de-
velbping countries faced these clusters of issues with equal urgency!'
Therefore there could be no general' frescription for solving these is-
sues or problems because problems are country- specific, region-
specific, and time- specific It was repeatedly pointed out that no xr
single issue could ever be resolved by the application of science and
technology alone Science and technology can indeed assist in pro-
viding the solution, but the importance of other factors social,
political, economic, and cultural cannot be overlooked.

Indeed the assistance of science and technology, to the solution of
these problems can be most effective only when this science and .
technology is applied by persons closest to the situation, for they
alone have the capability of seeking out a scientific and a
technological strategy most consistent with their human, cultural, and
other factor endowments The world community should seek to pro-,,
vide to each individual nation access an reasonable terms to all rele-
vant science and technology, but the decision on which technologyis
to be applied, and how, rests with the people of a country or region.

The preparation of country papers appeared to be generating a
momentum in some countries of the world for defining,pnonnes in

*national needs and the role of science and technology in satisfying
them Though it is too early to say whether the country papers would
constitute a coherent national science and technology,policy for de-
velopment, &was agreed that such paws would indeed have the

,potential of being translated into effective national plans. Some con-
cern was expressed to whether country papers would reflect' the
broOest participati of a country citizens and its divergent consti-
tuencies While sb e felt that many country papers would be docu-
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ments thoroughly sanitized by their sponsoring governments,. others
were more hopeful in obtaining documents which reflected a signifi-

. cant and widespread participation. Particular concern was expressed
.that this should be the case with The United States country paper for
which serious preparations have begun. it was also recognized that
there should be scope for divergent points of view expressed through

.,.. alternative national papers and a Non Governmental Organization
(NGO) Forum at the 1979 Conference.

FOOD, POVERTY AND INDIGENOUS SJIENTIFIC,AND
TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES

The group devoted a'good deal of its time to discussing appropriate
mechanisms for Meeting basic human needs. Due to limitations of
time, only two issues food/poverty and indigenous scientific/
technical infrastructures were reviewed in some depth An examina-
ion of the issue offood/poverty indicated that the problem is quite
complex and needs different mixes of .approach in each particular
local situation. For instance in some areas priority Might have to be
pla.Ced in increasing food production, in others in altering social struc-
tures and fostering institutional changes, and yet in some others by
extending the benefits of an agricultural extension service.
Furthermore solutions to these problems arVbound to be affected by
human endowments. in some parts of the world there is scarcity of
capital but not of, trained manpower, in others there is abundant
capital but the skilled personnel are scarce, ind in some others both
capital and trained personnel are in short supply It was, however, re-
cognized that with external assistance, principally from the industrial
nations within which the position of the United States is preeminent,
the process of applying peftinent science and technology together
with local political and social support for elirhinating poverty might
become easier. !.

Throughout our discussions there was unanimity on the importance
pf indigenous science and technology infrastructure in the process of
development. It was agreed that during the last thirty years the.
miracles of modern science and technology have failed adequately or
appreciably to change the economic status of masses of people in the
developing countries. Imported science and technology, in the
absence of a well developed indigenous scientific and technological
infrastructure, however massive it might be, has proved unable to
trickle down the tvnefits of economic givevth to the lower substrata
of a, developing nation. Many developing nations have made great
economic strides in the last thirty years as measured by GNP, but
such growth has in most cases neither decreased the level of poverty_
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nor created conditions for the eradication of poverty in the near
future.

For alleviation of Poverty, it is necessary that the lowest strata' of
society have direct access to and input into the indigenous infrastruc-
ture of science and technology Otherwise such structures-will remain
marginal* the social and economic development of the-poor.

THE NATURE OF DEBATE ON THE ISSUES

Serious and fundamtal rese ations as well as active supporrwithin
the groupuere expressed rega ding this proposition.

The United States shoul seek to encourage the- transfer of 37
those skills and know ge designed to meet the basic needs of .

the poor majonty in the Third World while ceasing to provide
public subsidies and incentives, for.the flow of investments and*
technologies which have adverse consequences for meeting
thes6 needs, as Well as fbr employment in the United States.
The determination of these consequences should be based on
joint identification by the United, States' nd the recipient coun-
try of the social and economic costs and benefits to both coun-
tries. The United States should also work toward international
agreement with 'other industrialized countries to take similar
stepk "

.
In the view of some of 'the, group, the vigorous differences of view on
this proposition make it a key,issie of public policy in the emerge ' ..
national debate on the future shape of relations between the Uniteed i
States and the world's poor mgjorities. But others in the group dis-
agree&that this was the key issue, suggesting instead that the dallate ii:should focus on findin the best ways of making available relevant
knowledge and skills to developing Countries to help them §olve their
economical-id social problems. 1) ' i N,
In the national debate that beipg generated in preParation.pf the
US country paper for UNC 1D;;;,ve recognize 4 spectrum of dif-
ferences on fundamental appro es.Atorie end of the spectrum, it
is argued that technologies, o er efficiente- shpuld not be
transferrecit-fo the less develoued tries -Unless they rapifliy in -'

0 fl.crease employment and havelke potenti4, of reducingsocial and,,
- 4"f;,

economic disparities. It is further argued thaft'e internal resources 9f it
a developing country and the external d to it should' be, us :,.,, ,
primarily for the poor rural majorities' and dik urbanizatto (e, and development of an industrial stricture imitative of the irr ..

dustrialized countries On the other end of the spectrum, it is argued
that rapid industrialization in which both heavy and light thclustrt0
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play an important role is the only viable strategy., for development
even though there may be in.the initial phases of industrialization an
increase in social and economickmequities within developing nations:
One argues for pnmacy of social direction of growth, the other for a
mix of social and economic -objectives. In our group, the differences
were not at the ends of the spectrum. They were more in degree
than jn kind and lay pnmanly in the choice of means and strategies
for bbtaining a rapid development of /self sustaining social and
economic growth with equity through the utilization of appropnate

a science and technology Some of these differences are reflected in
the suggestions that follow:

SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTION

The group agreed steps must be taken by the United States
beyuse of its preeminence in-many fields of science and technology
if a new international economic system being proposed by.the United
Nations is to become a reality The ultimate goal of all these ini-
natives is to be the development and the strengthening of, a self-
sustaining Indigenous capability in science and technology which has
so far eluded most developing nations. Since this capability cannot
be developed overnight, both short tern and longer term initiatives
are necessary Furthermore, since the capability must be developed
wahine the countries concerned and cannot be imposed eicternally,
what the United States and other industrialized countries can do is
limited.

Together with the United Nations, and its member states, both
bilaterally and multilaterally we should s'eek the establishment of in
strtutions and the development ,of mechanisms that would provide
leadership in the application of science and technology to meet basic
human needs while each nation seeks to develop its own indigenous
self-sustaining capkifity in science and technology. Here are ten sug-
gestions among the many advanced by the members of the group.
Considerable difference of ,opinion was expressed by members of the
group about some of these. Their inclusion here should not be taken
to imply consensus but rather is,intended to indicate the range and
variety of ideas expressed.

I. More effective mechanisms for making pLiblic sector
technologies and scientific knowledge relevanyo the needsief
developing countries should be developed by the U.S. govern=
ment, taking into accwnt the experience of past efforts Which
have had only limited *pact.
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2., The recent steps taken by the Administration to create within
the Department of Energy and the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID) small funds for support of research

*-"and
development (R and D) on alternative energy sources of

special relevance to developing countries should be expanded
in magnitude and extended to other basic human needs such
as-food, health, housing and education.

Ara ,.

3 e United States should establish_ an Institute for
Technological Development to respdnd to specific requests
from , developing countries for techablogies. The Institute
would function both as a- clearinghouse and source for sup-
porting further R and D where needed in the United States or
elsewhere and in either the public or priva.te sector.

407
4. An international clearinghoUse for identification of "communi"

ty technologies" coupled with mechanisms for problem iden-
tification at the local level within developing countries should
be created.6

6 4

5. Regional technology development institutes should be
established or strengthened where they already exist, under
multilateral auspices but with active U.S. support.6

6. Mechanisms should be created or strengthened to stimulate
more jlow of light capital technologies among developing
countries, looking toward the eventual emergence ofcommon
markets in major regions of the Third World.6

7. The United States should curtail its promotion of thmxport of
.

capital-intensive technologies by requiring the Export-Impait -
Bank and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation to
concentrate their loans and investment guarantees on in-
dustrial projects in dev.elopthg countries with low rates of in- 11

vestment per worker. ,

8. T incentives and other induceents shouldie. given to U.S.m
co rations which make a- serious effort at transferring the
slo which go with the capacity for creating and adapting, technology to their industrial partners in poor countries,
especially those working in socio-econgonic areas difeap,relat-.
ed to meeting basid human needs.

39

f

9 Substantial and sustained research needs to be mounted in the
United States, other industrialized countries, and especially de-
veloping countries on agriculture, afforestation, diseases? and
weather change and climate control distinctive, to the tropical
regioni of the Earth. Because most of the world's R and D
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facilities are concentrated in temperate climates, relatively little

basic and applied work has been done on these problems of

. the trop-its.:

10. Preparatory efforts for the 1979 U.N. Conference should be
a ompanied by a vigorous global consciousness raising effort

Less both the potential of science and technology in solv-

in shared human problems and the complexities of utilizing

therm for constructive social purpises. Films, television, radio,
and the print media should all be employed. in this effort,

r which might be focused on a call for each., member state of the

United Nations to prepare and release for internal and external

40 consumption three major productions in the form of films,
c , television programs, or books on these tl_..:i.eLrw Infos re' the

1979 Conference. --------.' . ..-
. . .

Uneven social and economic. development iin many counties, and
social and economic ttagnation in others, have created tensions both

within and among,nations that are not being contained within dem-

ocratic and/or peaceful processes, and these tensions threaten to
engulf nations and regions ini conflict Consequently a strategy for

peace' calls fdr bold initiatives, within the framework of cooperation
with the world' community, to hasten the process of social and
economic d4,elopment through a vigojous application of science

and technoft, even though science and' echnology by ,itselfits un-

able to solve the world's socio-economic problems.

.N,

FOOTNOTES

1. U 'fed Nations Economic and Social Council, Coinmittee
Sci ce and Technology for Development, Report on the Third

(2-20 February 1976), Official Records Sixty First

Sess , Supplement No. 3.

2.1.Inited Nations, General Assembly,' Official Records, Sixth
, ....

S 'al SessioA,-2229th-Plenary Meeting, Resolution Adopted 1 .
4, Supplement No. 1 (A/9555. Emphasis added.

'3. ) .ening Remarks, Eighteenth Strategy' or Peace Conferenc
e Stanley Foundation), Airlie House,"Warrenton, Virginia,*

Oct ber 13, 1977.

4. Statem at Sythposium on Nongovernmental Initiatives Relat-

ed to O. Participation in The 1979 U.N. Conference. on
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Science and Technology for Development, Washington, D.C.,
September 20, 1977.

5 These fiiie clusters of issues were formulated by redenck Seitz
in "An Outline of Issues and Suggestio'ns for the United States to
Consider in Programs of Sciencd and Technology ,to Meet the
Goals of Developing Nations. A Working Paper," dated 29
December 1976, signed by` 29 leading. U.S scientists, and
forwarded to President Elect -J mmy Carter under cover letter of
30 December 1976 (unpublished).

6 Suggestions are riot mutually exclusive Some -of the activities 41
= suggested herein are being carried out by existing institutions. We

suggest that these instiEtions should be exarpin4c1 first to see if
. they.. ca strengthened before,,new institutions are, created. '
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U.N. SPECIAL SE "ION ON DISARMAMENT,U.S.
INITIATIVES

- REASONS FOR THE SPECIAL SESSION
The international competition in both nuclear and conventional
armaments continues to gain momentum despite efforts on many
fronts to control it. New approaches and more intensive efforts are
needed CO reverse this deadly momentum and to start the disarma-

:ment process The Special Session of the U N General Assembly

Devoted Disarmament, to be eld from May 23 to June 28, 1978,
-if allow to develop its full pot tial, can play a key role in turning

44 the arm race around. It is incumben on countries, but especially

on the United States and other great powers, to make every effort to
insure that the Special Session becomes a cardinal event in the his-
tory of disarmament, not just an empty symbol of the unfulfilled

' aspirations of the world's people.

The Special Session is not intended to be a negotiating body, but in-
stead to be a global fonim for (1) reviewing thg current status of dis-

armament negotiations, (2) adopting a Declaration of Principles, (3)

L. adopting to Program for Action, and .(4) assessing intemational dis-
armament mechanisms. The Session is thelproduct of an initiative by
the non-aligned states. A principal objective isto spur progress by (1)

opening up disarmament discussions and bnnging world opinion to' bear on the major military powers, (2) stimulating governments to
prepare senous negotiating positions and proposals, (3) improving

_- the climate for taking greater steps towards disarmament at or follow-

ing the Special Session, and (4) raising world consciousness about
disarmament. There is also considerable interest in emphasizing the

4 fundamental relationship between ,disarmament, international peace
and secunty and economic development.
Tite five-week Special Session should not be seen as an end in itself,

but as part of a much broader and far reaching disarmament process
it has been suggested that some _long-stalled negotiations, such as

those fort Comprehensive Test Elan (CTB), have been accelerated
partly in anticipation' of the Special Session.' It is tb be hoped that, r 7

many nations, including the United*States, will use the Session as an
opportunity' to announce significant initiatives in limiting their arma-

ments. The Program for Action Should identify priority items and ''

would also constitute, a yardsticW for assessing progress after 'tlie

-=---- __session. , ,, i , . i '.
.3 . 4

IMPROVIJ( THE CLIMATE
. °

The successful completion before the Session of certain ongoing

1 7
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negotiations regarding items loi3g on the inte,rnational agenda would
do much to improve the political climate at the Session, thus increas-
ing the probability of further progress. Agreements on (1) a C113 by
at least the United States, Soviet Union and Great Britain, (2) a Soy:
let American strategic arms limitation agreement with actual reduc-.
tions, (3) eliminating chemical weapon's would be particularly signifi-
cant Another important step now under negotiation would be a Sov-
iet Amencan accord limiting their naval forces and military bases in
the Indian Ocean area The group agreed that it is essential that none,
of the par`t. icipating nations take any provocative military or political
actions which could poison the politicaf,athiosphere surrounding the
Special Session.

NATIONAL INITIATIVES AND MUTUAL RESTRAINT

. In light of the evident inability of arms control negotiations to keep
pace with the arms race, there is a growing feeling that formal

negoliations should be supplemented-and- reinforced by national de-
cisions to restrain weapons,,development and refrain from other
military activities _which could undermine the negotiating process.
This particularly applies to the United States and other.great ptpwers.
For example, some members bf the group advocOted that the United
States declare a moratorium on nuclear tests while negotiating..a.
CTB.

`Suck, national initiatives need not be limited to armaments or armed
forces under negotiation. If the world is to avoid nuclear war, and be
relieved of the increasir* heavy burden of the cost of armaments,
disarmaments and arms control, negotiations need to be supplement-
ed by, national decisions to restrain weapons dOvelopment and in

waysays to reduc the athount of national budgets devoted, to
military hardwar and
particularly use to sh
be reciprocated other
would be desirabl

pport of the armed forces. It ,would be
re traint in areas of Weaponry which can
untries When a nation shows restraint, it
er countries reciprocate with comparable

decisions in similar or other areas. To be st effective in a climate
where there is still Much dist:hilt' among nalioils1 the use of mutual
restraint should be observable Stich restraint cold start with small
steps none of which would endanger national security, but when re-
ciprocated could lead to larger steps 'and in the end could actas a
catalyst in speeding up the pace of negotiations while slowing arms
development, procurement, and deployment.

Mo4 members of the group recommended, fi:4 example, that the
United States announce as the Special Sesion the indefinite
postponement or the further,development or procurement of some

0
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, major new nuclear armaments, including the enhanced 'radiation

neutron bomb and the MX mobile inter-continental ballistic missiles
(ICBM) The former lowers the threshold for starting a' nuclear war,
while the latter, once deployed, complicateg the problem *6? verifica
Lion In light of many pressing demands in the United States and
in developing nations for the world's scarce resources, ieveral partici-
pants urged that the United States reduce significantly its defense ex
6eriditums, particularly for research and development the pro-
curement of advance nuclear and conventional weapons systems.
(These expenditures naV exceed $40 billion a year.) To assure the
continuance of such restraint, it would be desirable for the Soviet

46 utilbq to ttlakgsimiWicut-backs.

.U.S. POLKL-iiS TOWAilD THE SPECIAL SESSION

A. Proposals to be Submitted

-the Special ,Session should encompass both
nuclear and conventional weapons, While priority...should be given to
nuclear disarmament and arms control, some eighty percent of global
military expenditures are for conventional forces and armaments.
Therefore, if significant savings are to be 'achieved for domestic needs1

_"and for international economic development then conventional dis-
armament iais? be included in any program of action at the Special
Session along with nuclear disarm"'

The grotipitiggested that the United States propose or endorse the
fdllowing agrpements in the nuclear field: . ; :`

(1) An agreement between the United States, the Soviet Union, and
other nations to stop production of fissionable rnatertalAorother

purposes this would halt the flow of nuclear
material's,

a.-for
nuclear bombs, warheads, and other forms of,

nuclear mmunition. :i'
,

- ,

(2) A reduction in the nuclear weapons stockpiles of the United
.States and Soviet Union, numbering in die vicinity of 30,000 for

, the United States alone, 'Which would be a step toward actual
nuclear disarmament. To verify such an agreement, he two sides ,
would need to dismantle the nuclear weapons selected for
elimination at ,,,a given Site at which the process could be ob-

. served. Use of the nuclear materials released would need to be

i
determined as part of the agreements. , -.,.

i.(3) A comprehensive nuclear test ban agreement, if one has not
already been reached prior to the Special' Sesion.

(4) Agreements to establish nuclear weapbns free zones wherevet
.;
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feasible. Mostparti. cipants also recommended that (a) the U.S.
propose an agreement tip all nuclear weapons powers nofto usp
nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear state on whose territory
there is neither the storage of nuclear weapons nor troops of a
nuclear weapons power' and (b) the United States consider.
other measures to strengthen efforts to discourage further
nuclear proliferation while assuring adequate fuel supplies to all
countries.

In the long-neglected conventional field, it was agited that the United
States should propose limitations on the production and. inveritones
of conventional armaments and on armed forces on a global and
equitable basis There was considerable support for initiatives relating
to limitations on naval inventories and armored forces. Among the
measures relating to the growing problem of the arms trade were
proposals about registering or placing a tax on international arms

stets and restricting the export of- arms-manufacturing technology.
As na ns proceed to reduce nuclear and contentional arms and
armed f rtes, there is the need to establish -effective alternative
security stems and improved international peacekeeping arrange-
ments and mechanisms for the peceful settlement of disputes.
Most participants favored a statement by the United States at the
Special Session which would constitute a comprehenive disarma-
ment and arms control policy. This would encompass, in one docu-
ment the totality of U.S. positions,iipiroposals, and in this field.
It was suggested that such a sta*ment was needed to inform the
public which generally received information on a piecemeal basis
because negotiations and arms cbntrol decisions took place in dif-
ferent4orums at different times.'

B, Views on the Declaration' offitsarmament, Program ofActioin and Meekanrsms .

lait 1. DECLARATION ON DISARAMENT

The group concluded that the D)clara'tion. on Disarmamen't shotild
provide the principles for the futu conduct of disarmament negoti-
ations whida should include may y of the principles in the non
aligned document' of May 18; 1 77, and in the Soviet-American'
staterr(erit of 1961 called the McC1 y-Zorin agreement. Among other
things. these- exhort the govemme ts'to continue negotiating until a
full atj&comprehensive agreeme t, encompassing all countries and
weapons with reductions dowh tO the level needed to maintain. in,
temal security, has been reached. It-sets the gohl of general-arrdcoin-
plete ctlisannarhent to be negotiattlin verifiable stages. It adopts the

;
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principle that nations must have alternative security arrangements
and systems as they are reducin,g their arms and armed forces. The
group stressed the importance of such alternatives as the work} em-
barks on true disarmament. Another principle is the importance of
countries taking national initiatives to restrict their military capabilities.
In addition, the group pointed out that the overall cost of the arms,
race is not limited to monetary outlays, but incluc4s losses of energy,
damage to the ecology and the drain of scientific _talent add re-
sources. Finally, the group urged that the Declaration recognize the
vital ob)ectiveslif nuclear non-proliferation and the necessity of assur-
ing aderittate fuel supplies to all.countries.

48 .2. PROGRAM OF ACTION
The Program of Action is to stipulate priorities for disarmament. The,
group believed that the Program should be both comprehensive and

The group enumerated, a large number of desirable arms control ard
disarmament measures which have been

on
but have not yet

been realized. They include measures oh nuclear weapons; strate6ic
nuclear delivery vehicles; conventional armaments; restrictions ?rt
arms transfers; limits on military expenditures and on the develop-
ment of 'advanced weapon systems] proposals to limit military cop-
petition in space, in Qentral Europe, and in the Indian, Ocean;
measures to enlarge the number of nuclear weapons free zones a
ban on chemical weapons; and a ban on the testing .of nucl
weapons and missiles. Most participants agreed that equal weight
should be given in, the Program to nuclear.and conventional disarrna--
rnent. The group recognized that there are often logical linkages
between different kipds of disarmament measures, but that in some
cases_it is counter-proactive to link disarmament proposals because
of the complexities involved which could retard negotiations.

3. MECHANISMS FOR THE CPNDUC1 OF'DISARMAMEkT
NEGOTIATIONS
In the past fifteen years a number of forums have been created for
the conduct of disarmament and arms control negotiations. Since
1962 an international forum, the Conference of the Committee ion
Disarmament, (CCD), first of 18 nations and currently of 31 nadirs,
has been negotiating in Geneva. The, bilateral Strategic Arms Limita-
tion Talks (SALT) negotiations be4ween the United States and Soiriet
Union have continued sinceg96. There .have- also been a nun?ber
of regional arms control negOtiations in recent years: one to pr are
a treaty for denuskarized.'zohe,in Latin America, now com ete
and in force; an one in Europe between North Atlantic Treaty...

1 -
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Organization (NATO) and Warsaw Pact nations to negotiate an
agreement on mutual and balanced force reductions in Central,
Europe, which has yet to yield results. At the annual sessions of the
U N General Assembly many disarmament resolutions are passed to
inspire and stimulate negotiations on specific measures.

The group arayzed possible changes in disarmam ent mechanisms,
while recognizing that a More fundamental factor is the political will
of participating states to achieve real progress. Dissatisfaction was ex-
pressed in the structure and procedures of the CCD. Many partici-
pants felt that the United States and Soviet Union, as co-chairmen,
have not consulted fully With other participants and have tended to
discourage initiatives by other countries, particularly relating to
nuclear reductions. According td. some, the arms cont of and dis-
armament measures which have been negotiated er this
framework iri recent years have failed to come to grips wit the ma-

jor_disarmament issues. Moreover, -'the existence of the co-
chairmanship shared by the two largest nuclear weapons Powers has
discouraged French and Chinese participation in the CCD. It was
unanimpusly observed that France and China should join a
multilateral negotiating forum, which would necessitate a reconstruct-
ed CCD. Some dissatisfaction was also expressed that th.e, mem- -

bership or the CCD was too large to be an effective negotiating
forum- and that the .set membership excludes other powers from
participating in the negotiations.

Some criticism was directed at the annual practice in the United Na-
tionsof debating disarmament and passing numerous resolutions
without having this lead to concrete results, but it was also noted that
the debate reflects world opinion and should be taken senously. The
group suggested' that one of th,e,,ma'm , committees of the, U.N.
General' Assembly should deal exclusively with disarmaMent. Some
proposed a -special body, such as periodic spetial sessoiasj or a dis-
armament council, which would direct its attention pnmarily to as-
sessing and evaluating the progress toward disarmament by the
various negotiating. forums. This would include SALT, Mutual
Balanced Force,Reductions (MBFR), regiorial forums, and the CCD.
It was Stigge.sted by some that the U N. Disarmament Centre in the
Secretdiat contribute to the performance of the assessment function.
To do tl,* the Centre should engage in analytical studies :and
sponsor in 4pendeht evaluations by outside experti.

PARTICIPATION OF THE PUBLIC ANt) OF PRATE
ORGANIZATIONS

If United Stafes is to play a leading role in the Special Session
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that is to propose majOr new disarmament and arms control pro-
posals for later negotiations members of the public, private or- -'7

ganizations, Congress, and the media need to become in
Ti moot un til

lved and

informed. Time is limited, there are less than seven til the

Special Session. A first requirement for the U.S. G einment,
therefote, is to decide the broad outlines. of its policies and program.

While it is understandable that detailed. proposals may not be
formulated until the spring of 1978, it would be a mistake on the part
of the Executive branch not to issue a statement of goals and the
framework in which proposals will be advanced. To hatie a significant

impact TKis should be available for public and congressional scrutiny

0 by January 1978. ,

Private orga 'tions make valuable contributions to the enlighten-
ment of their members, the general public, and the Congres.l. A Na-

tional Com fission consisting of outstanding citizens broadly

representative o -U.S. public-might-be-appointed by the President

to advise the Executive bwich concerning policies and proposals to
be advanced at the Sppe-ill Session. It also would be available to pro-
vide private groups and the media with information about the Special

Session and the proposals and-policies introduced in itby the United

States and other governments. Additionally, such a commission and

the ,private organizations working with it could stimulate public in-
terest in and knowledge about disarmament as an integral part of

U.S. national and world security. In this way, individual disarmament

measures would not be considered in a vacuum. Following the

Special Session, the National Commission could continue to work
with the public and the goVimment concerning subsequent negoti-

ations and policy developments.

(Those' congressional committees with ,responsibility o)er U.S. na-
tional security and foreign policy can provide -guidance tc? the Ex-

' ecutive branch and information to the public through the conduct of

hearings and issuance. of studies and reports. Some hearings are
already scheduled for January 1978. Moreover, the group recorn-

'Anended that congressionhl ,observers as well as public members be

. appoihted to attend the Special Session as liaison between it and the

Congress. In this connection, the group urged that a more 'concerted

effort be, made to approach disarmament, and arms control policies
and proposals in a bipartisan mannbr. Neither the Special' Session

nor any other disarmament negotiating body can gain strong support

in the United States unless it has bip ,`alcking. A conscious ef
fort to solicit such bipartisan support' nee to be _made by the

ecutive branch an,d'reinforced by public action.

--6ok
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SOUTHERN AFRICA: U.S. POLICY OPTIONS Z,

INTRODUCTION
_^*.1

The group decided to organize its discussions to focus on:
4,4

(1) the current situation in South Africa with articular emphasis on
recent developments and the resultant pattan, of internal and ex-
temal dynamics;

(2) U.S. interests in southern Afnca broadly conceived tg-include oLfr
direct intdrests,as well as relations with non-regional couiltries-,,,

52 (3) feasible -U.S. police optioons from an essentially short 'term
perspective but taking fully into account the long run goals.

ror the purpose of discussion, the group decided to define Southesh
Africa to include Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, South' Africa, Zim-
babwe, Botswana, Lesotho, SWazilandtas well as other "front line"
states. However, it was felt thatSouth Africa itself posed the central
questions which need immediate consideration.

Finally, the group decided that its recorkiiendationsoould be direct-
ed' towards U.S. policymakers. 1

South Africa .'
. 8 ..1

- .

With no attempt to be. exhaustive or td reach thal conclusions, the
grqup Adt that the following rect developments should be explored
in formulating policies to deal with Soutti Africa. ,

. 'A

/14131ack consciousness moveinent has emerged as a genuine
. dynamic in the situation And is bgcoMing increasingly organized

Whiledivisions exist within the movement, it is an essentially,unifying
force which has broad based support. the movement should not be
viewed tae' separated from the traditiohal national liberation move-
ments Afri n National Congress- (AI\1C), Pan African Congress
(PAC). it also compasses some.elements of the Indian and colored
communities. ile the movement does hot fully reflect the' range of
interest groupsin the Black community, it is representative of future
leadership. The movement emphasizes
m4unity a basis for Black pride ,and
tkeakdown in interracial commupicati
negotiate. In terms of .U,. policy, th
on the Black consciousness movemen
fcrus op the-white community, the
tq a greater understanding of its dYna

eking within the 13lack com-
ction with a noncommitant

1 through not willingness to
,needs to be a greater focus

(as 'opposed to the 'traditional
loners in particular) leading

ics.

The domestic econumy is entering.lts third year of recession, this

Rnahons were expressed by some partza that the group report does not

n cessardp reflect the entire range of views expr, ed-by the chicpssion group,
1
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has had serious impact on the Btack community, for example, sub-
stantially increased unemployment. But it has also impacted or the
mite community and has increased resistance. to even minimal
changes For example, it has led to the-stricter application or job
restrvations The root of the problem lies in the structure of the
South African economy, but the situation is intensified by external de-
velopments such as declining foreiv investments. Increased military
ewnclitures and skilled manpower drains pose serious dilemmas for
the country Pool- economic.performance renders moot the thesis of

moo direct relationship between econornic development and social
justice.

The Me of the business community, including foreign in- 53
vestors, is limited by the structure of South African society and the
inherent nature of business External codes such as the recent
European Economic Community (EEC) code -mare palliatory but do
not address the fundamental quettion of the distribution of political

'and economic power The argument is made that th presence of
U S investment provides a means of economic leOrage for fun-
damental change. However, U.S investment also creates a stake in
the health and stability of the Furrent regime. The support of a

\v.genuine Black trade union movement,' might be useful.

The role of other communities - English speaking, Indian
and coloreds is ambiguousi The policy of the South African
Government clearly is to divide t ern and to prevent their identifica-
tion with the 'Blacks. The possi lity of new constitutional' arrange-
ments which would involve sepa ate parliaments for whites, Indians,
and coloreds, has the de facto potential of further increasing_the
autqcratic authority' of the Gov rnent while establishing a de jure
shell of parliamentary self-govem ent.

There are evidences of stres es within the Afrikaner com-b
r

munity, e g , the c flict betwee the managers and the ideolqgues in .
the Cabinet, the "verli kite accep ance of the need for "change," the
less traditional appro eh of the A !caner business community. There
is no evidence that th Afrikaner ommunity is prepared to share its
power.

Stiutfiem Africa .

By Way of introduction to our di'icitssion orour interests in saithem
Africa, the group took note of unified African sentiment that the Unit
ed

remaining minority regimes. owever, 'the point was made that
ed States should join them in brilling about fundamental changes in

ri

African states were prepared toetake action with or without the sup-'

2. 2
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ort of Western powers and that the West has a larger economic
st ke in Black Africa than in South Mica.

The was anoineonclusive discussion on the xole of the Organization
of Afri nity (OAU). There was a general recognition of its his-
torical importanc and of the general importance of "unity" in the
African. context. -

Because of its importance in the Afncan context, Nigeria deserves
special attention. However, the group strongly felt that .'care must be
taken by the United States neither to appear as Imposing Nigerian
leadership on Africa nor seeking to impose responsibilities on,

54 Nigena. In general, the United States should be pear:I:Xi!? sensitive
to the sovereign prerogatives of African states, esp geria.

One theme which emerged during disc- ussions of specific situations in
southern Africa was the currency of the former U.S. policy which
linked SOuth African support in the Zimbabwe-negotiations to a more
relaxed attitude toward the internal situation in South Africa. The
Carter Administration has publicly disavowed this.policy arguing es-
sentially that South Africa should support the peaceful transfer of
power on its border for reasons of self-interest. There was some con-
cem that the...Namibian negotiations might-be seen as offering a
similar trade off, that is progress in these negotiations in retum for a
more *relaxed attitude toward the internal situation in South Africa.

Finally, in this general overview, the group felt that the Soviet Union
had an interest in southern Africa. We cannot with any confidence
define the role which the Soviet Union is likely to play, or whether it
will be large or small. It continues to play an active role in Angola.
and Mozambique and will seek to, exercise some influence over the
outcome in Zimbabwe. Given U.S. and Soviet interests-in the area,
consultations should continue with a view to avoiding big-power con-
frontation. China was regarded as essentially peripheral to the

Turning to specific situations:

With regard 6 Namibia, the group felt that it was important :td in-
ternationalize (or, Africanize) the negotiations as soon as sufficient
progress had bee made. It should be made clear that should these
negotiations fail, tt4 United States woulgl be prepared to consider
specific actions, include sanctions,' as might be recommended by
the United Nations. The gr recognizes the possibil6 of internal,.
disturbances the post-indepe Bence period; but the major U.S. in-
terest is in the securing of inde ndence itself. While progress has
been achieved in the Namibian negotiations, serious problems re-

,
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main The desire of the South African GoyernmeniSto majptain a
client in Namibia is unacceatable.

With regard to Zimbab e, the group discussed the degree of real
fluence which South frica can exert and, again, the need to con-
sider a sanctions p m should the negotiations break down. The
proposal of a Zim we Development Fund might affect positively
the negotiations but t was noted that its actual purpose has not been
fully c4arified The oup discpsed the sera Nk transitional problems
should the Zimbab e negotiations succeed and, in that context, dis-
cussed the'possible role cV.J N peaceke ing forces and theirtlimita-.tions

Relations with. Mozambique are seen as imp ortant in the achieve-
ment of our aims in southern Africa, in.particular with regard to the
negotiations on,Zimbabwe. Mozambique is seen' as all opportunity for

-the-United-States to signal its willingness to assist in the ,development
of an African countwithout regard to its political persuasion. This ts
would appear to berl'accord with the basic human needs aPproach

the present Administration However, legislative limitations on as-
tance to Mozambique do not allow the necessary.flexibility in deal-

ing with the situation. ,

Domestic Considerations

Throughout its dikussions, -the group was -aware of the domestic
_limitations on U.S, policy towards South Africa..On the cure hand,
domesticcootituencies which would be-reluctant to upset the status,
quo have been relatively qyiescent. Any fundamental change in
policy could Arouse' their active opposition.. At--the same time the
chaos that could follow even the successful outcome of negotiations
in Namibia or Zimbabwe ,could impact negatively on significant ele-
metits of the' American people. Finally, the perceived connection
between IsrA4 ancitSouth Africa, complicated by African suppdrt for
the "racism- zionism' resolution in the United4pations, might reduce
active supportif6r a "pro-African" riutiative. These limitations are riot
fixecPparamete9 for U.S. policy. Nor do they in any way'reflect the
substantial support for a more positige approach to southern African
issues. The need is for a greater pug& awareness and understanding
of the hasic issur involved.

CONCLPSIOAIS AND HECOMMEND ATIONS

U.S policy ocitipns in South Africa range fro Iciltal disengage7nent
to total cooperation with the present Government. In the past, U.S.
policy has equally. important, is teen to have verged toward

. , ;
4
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cooperation. The new Administration has indicated a serious4m-
mitment to bringing about a just society based on the will of the peo-
ple in the country. The need is for clear and decisive actions. We
cannot say, with certainty that the following recommendations will
have the desired effect of a peaceful transformation in South Africa.
We are convinced, however, that the other policy optidns would only
contribute tp the perpetuation of the injustice and harsh repression of.
the majority and ultimately to a racial conflagration with unto!. suf-

feting for all South Africa and with serious consequences f r the
United,States. " .
1. , The group believes that the U.S. government should recognize

56
. that the current situation in South'Africa is a "threat to the peace."
The rising tide of racial conflict in South Africa is clear and evident.
Equally evident is the deep and genuinetoncem of the international
community, in particular the-Airicamnations, with,this situation Ana
finally, it is evident that the conflict has spilled over the borders of 1.

,Sotith Africa and contains within- itself the potential of an interna-

). ,power confrontations. The group stresses that the finding is one of a
tional racial holocaust with its concomitant implicalioris for major

threat to the peace.. -
In making ithis finding, the group .is conscious of-its implications un- /---.-
der Chapter-VII ofthe,Charter of the United Nations. By determi
that 'South Africa is a "threat to the peace," the option si man tory
international sanctions is rnade possible -7. but not necessary. The
question of which specific measures to be °applied is a separate issue

and must be determined in accordance witlt U.S. national interests as

discussed belosii. ; .
,

The significance of such a determination is two-fold. It would clearly
Signal to the &Atli African authorities ghat we are not satisfied with
their responses to previous urgings our part, and (Rli-the part Of

.-- the international community, that they undertake fundamental
'changes in their 'society( Equtily, it would signal 'to other African
.states our willingnesS,tg consider with them the total range of options
designed to bring about effective changes. > . -

.... 2. United States {has majcc and central interests in South ,Africa

which can. S
be roughly grouped into the following categories:

r

-a. Human Righys: broadly cyn,Ceived as securing for all people in
the country those intentatiobally recognized basic Human, -civil,
political thicl ecetriorriic rights. The current situation clearly represents'

a pattern of gross4arod persistent violations of theLe bbsic-rights.,
' 4

/b.
43Ig-Poiver , copfrontitioie it is clearly in the U.S. interest to ,

,3:', 3 , , I'
) 7 , a
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avoid the introduction of U.S.-Soviet confrontation into ,the South
African scene. The longer the current situation continues and in- .

tensifies, the greater the potential for such confrontation. Given the
deep South African antipathy, toward Cbmmunism, only if the United
'States opts to support the present regime could a bigJpower,confron-
tation develop along racial lines This is clearly not in our interest. A
second level of confrontation:involves support of competing national

iberationmovements. This does not appear to be a serious problem
at the present time, but should be kept under scrutiny.

c Peacekeeping: in keeping with its special responsibilities in the
world community and with particular reference-to its,-obhgations as-a
Permanent Member of The Seteurity CoUncil of the United Nations,
the United States canr'tot be indifferent to the absence of peace and
justice in South Africa. Concomitantly; it is clearly in our interests to
make every. effort to promote the peaceful transformation of that
society. If-we fail to exert effective pressure on South Africa or fail to
convince the flacks in the country of our genuine efforts to do so,
we must expect that the Blat Can only resort to armed struggle ip
achieve theiflegitimate goals.

d Economic Intereits: South Africa possesses export suppltes of
many resources of importance'to the United States Its importance in
that regard must be viewed in :the context of world-wide access to
such resources, in particular the relative importance of South Africa
viz the rest of Airico. At the same time, there is substantial direct and
indirect private investment in South Africa.

e. DOmestic Interests: U.S. policy in South 'Africa must reflect the
basic principles of our own society and, in ,particular, be sensitive to
the concerns of those Americans of African ancestry in the interests.,
of domestic peace and tranquility.

f. International Interests: it is clearly in the interest of the U.S.
government to find common ground with African, and other like-
minded nations on an issue of such critical importance to them.

3._ The ultimate goal of the Vnited States should be a just and
-humane %ociety in South Africa. To this end, Al people in South
Africa must be given-full and equal opportunity to participate in the
deterrriination of the future of South Africa. The present authorities
in South Africa are not on a course which will lead to these goals .
and, orr their, own, are unlikely to undertake the urgently needed
measures to assure fundamental changes. In the light of the forego-
ing, it is imperative that the U.S. government urgently undertake
measures, unilaterally and' in cooperation With others, to exert preg-?

6 4-)
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sure on the present regime in-South Africa to move fundamentally
towards this goal.

4." Toward the end of exerting effective pressure, the U.S govern-
ment stwould consider the following measures (listed without regard
to prio ):

a. The denial of access to governmental, -commercial and financial
facilities and services, in particular the Export Import Bank' In addi-
tion, consider taking other govemMenta,1 actions calculated to deny
South Africa access to tommeicial credit and capital marketg of the
United States.

58 b. The denr-al of tax credits to U=S. taxpayers arising from activities in
South Africa and creation of tax incentives to disinvest 'in South
Africa.

c. Require U.S. citizens and associated entities in South Africa to
adhere 'to all U.S. legislation relating to fair employmeht practices
and standards.

d. Re.r_view both the level and the purpose of diplomatic representa-,
tion in South Africa, but in any event withdraw militaryattaches from
the U.S. Embassy and terminate forthwith all intelligence coopera-
tion, and further to enhance public contacts with and support of
black SOuth Africans and other opponents of apartheid.

e. Establishment of a .strict reciprocal visa policy regarding South
African nationals.

f. In formulating
L

and executing of our aid policy in South Africa-

(1) to strengthen the economies of the Black Student League (BSL)
states toward the objective of substantially lessening dependence on
South Africa and assisting then; with the refugee problem and

(2) to establish and expand scholarship programs for South Africans
, -

(3) fo support other southern African states.

g./ Prohibit arms sales of any character to South Africa and abolish
all grey area categories.,

h. Undertake an active public relations program in the United States
to increase awareness of the basic issues involved and gain support
for new initiatives.,

i. Terminate the exchange of nuclear technology and equipment

5,, norther, the Limited States govemment should consider taking the
following multilateral measures:

- .
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Further steps to demonetiZe

b Full United States government participation in all U. organs re-
lating 'to southern Afnca'and provision of frhancial.sup rt to all U.N.
institutes and institutions involved in southern Afn

c. Tc:X recognize thatkow the situation in So Africa constitutes a
threat to international peace, and secun within the meaning of
Chapter VII of the Charter Hence, th nited States government
should devise and implement a s -gy employing, as appropnate,
the full range of intematioril s> ctions available to the Secunty
Council.

d TO-seek concerted int ational actions apart from the United Na-
tions to further the ac evement of a just, humane South Africa-
which all South A ns fully participate on. a basis of equality in the
processes which etermine the future of South Africa. .
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NUCLEAR POWER
WITHOUT

.NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION:
AVOIDING
FALSE ALTERNATIVES
An Address by Joseph S. Nye, Jr.,Deputy to 'the Under.,
Secretary for Security Assistance, Science and Technology,
U.S. Department of State 4,

I am _leased to 'have this opportunity to discuss the vital issue of
nu proliferation at a Stanley Foundation Strategy for .Pei.Peace

erence. These conferences are important both because of their
;focus on human survival, and their method of bringing together a
broad spectrum of-decision makers to write a coherent chapter.

Thd issue of-non-proliferation is of vital concern to us all -7, how can
we' make nixie& power available to meet world energy 'needs
without simultaneously accelerating the spread of nuclear weapons
capabilities. This g- not an American problem. It is a global problem.
Nuclear technology is no longer the monopoly of one nation, nor of
a small group of nations. If we are to achieve our common goal of
safe nuclear energy, we must develop i broad cqnsensuoamong all
nations with a Major interest in nucleslr energy.

.,4
We have witnessed in the past several years a 'growing c9ncem on
the part of the" general. puklic over the erWironmental, safety and ..
security implications of nuclar power.' After°Studying these concerns
fbr more than a year, a group of twenty-one private citizens 'gathered,.
by The Ford Fotindation recently concluded that most Problems as-

% sociated with the commercial use of nuclear energy were manage,
able, b'ut that the proliferation risks associated with coinnierce in
plutonium would pose an enormous international challenge.

61
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The group did not conCludelthat we shoad,forego the benefits of
"uclear energy, but it did conclude that thd proliferation risks zeiY -, ..
sociated with changing from erthe uranium to the plutonium gen-
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Cation of nuclear technology were too great to permit an attitude of
"business as usual " Similarly, the Carter Administration has made
clear that we 'foresee an: important role for the peaceful use of
nuclear energy at home and abroad, but has simultaneously called.
for a more vigorous 'approach to the proliferation problem. If we are
to continue to use nuclear energy, we must not only secure the ac
ceptance of the public eft large, but also satisfy ourselves that we have
done everything possible to minimize the dangers of nuclear pro
liferation. That is why we have given non proliferation such a high
pnority in our foreign policy.

`President Carter's non proliferation initiatives often have been misun-
derstood or misrepresented. He has been accused of being both too
rigid and toollexible, of failing to take foreign realities into account
and of softening his policy over time. In fact, I believe both accusa-
tions are incorrect. For example, a reputable European newspaper re-
cently reported that President Carter had softened his position after
European criticism of his appeal for an internStional moratonum on
fast breeder development last Apnl Yet the?act is that the President
madelkeuch appeal. The United States has never made representa
tions ailZut other countries' breeder programs. Similarly, President
Carter has been accused ofnuclear isolationism because his views on
plutonium fail to take into account the difference in the abundance of
natural resources in the United States and their relative absence in
Europe and Japan. Yet the fact is that the President's April 7 policy
statement on plutonium called for art intemational study and explicit
ly ,recogniZed the concems of uranium poor countries that had

-already constructed reprocessing plants. Moreover, in the Non
Prolifeiation Legislation which he submitted to the Congress, Pres:
ident.Carter has consistently resisted provisions that might have led
to an export moratorium lira world where nuclear technology has-
already spread to a score of countries, and At least half a dozen are
'rapidly developing plutoniuM technology, we have argGel that a
coercive maniputation of uranium supply conditions would have the
opposite effects of what we intend. On the contrary, the President's
strategy is based on working closely with other Fountnes to develop a
consensus On a commercial nuclear fuel cyclei that is as proliferation
resistant as possible in the face of technologi I change.

Obviously a conserisus on a safe fuel cycl will not be achieved
quickly. But if we zie,to move toward' our goal of nuclear power
without nuclear proliferation, we must focus international discussions
on how to solve objective and factual differences. We must avoid
mutual recriminations and stirring national passions. We also must
avoid putting mythical obstacles inour path. One way we can avoid

.
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myths and
alternatives L
should avoid
non-prbliferati

sconceptions is to steer clear of posing false
t me give five examples of the types of arguments' we
we are to build a consensus on nuclear energy and

policies

ENERGY SEC TY VERSUS THE RISK OF
PROLIFERATION

We are told that we must choose tween energy security and the
risk of proliferation, that we must ren unce nuclear energy: in order
to preserve our national security. To .- sure, there are security,im-' plications associated with all aspects of t' nuclear fuel cycle even '
with spent fuel In fact, however, there a risk's environmentaltand
otherwise, associated with all energy source The issue is'sically
one of degree The Carter Administration bell s that renouncing
nuclear energy at this stage in history would ,re 1 - rather. than
enhance our national security. The important secunty issue is to"
choose among alternative nuclear based technologies these that are
the most prolifeiation resistant.

Thus fa we have managed the proliferation risks associated with the
current commercial nuclear fuel cycle. But a plutonium.

nts w uld
econ my

based on the spread of national Purex reprocessing pla
challenge the very essence of the international safeguards system at
has served us thus far The "timely warning" function of the present,.
safeguards system would all but vanish it the event of diyetsion of
nuclear materials from peaceful to military purposes. Theref9re, as
we move into the next generation of nuclear technology, our task is
to minimize to the greatest extent possible the security risks;

This is true particularly of breeder reactors. It is too soon to be certain
whether this teclinology will live up to the expectations projected for
it as the most economic long term answer to our energy need. But
before that day comes, we must, together, work towards developing a
breeder fuel cycle that is more proliferation resistant than one -with
Purex reprocessing. Interestingly; it seems probable .that, because of
fuel cooling times associated with fast reactors, the Purq process
may be less desirable than alternatives' from both an,econs,:imic and
security point of view. . . .

FULL STOP VERSUS FATALE

It is sometimes argtied that beca se furth proliferation is inevitable,
we should resign ourselves to the facts of life and not let non

ji proliferationproliferation concerns place undue strains on our nuclear energy
policies Indeed it may be 'likely that more states will explode nuclear
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devices before the end of the century. But just because we may not
be able to bring proliferation to a full stop, it does not follow tkiat our
policy should be fatalistic. Proliferation is-a question of degree. It is a
misttke to speak of the "horse being out of the barn,". because it
mall s a difference to world politics how many horses and which .
horsesare out of the nuclear barn. A multiproliferated world will be a
far less secure world. Our non proliferation policies should aim at
managing political and technical processes in the light of possible efl
fects on both global and regional security and peace and the poten-
tial disruption of our societies by terrorist nuclear threats. If there are
further explosions, there will be all the more 'need for non-

64 'proliferation policies. In this domain, fatalism would be fatal.

POLITICAL VERSUS TECHNICAL MEASURES

, Another false distinction is the assertion that nuclear proliferation is a
political problem, not a technical one. This premise is used-to reach
the policy conclusion that technical measures to deal with the pro-
liferation risks are largely irrelevant. Of course proliferation is political
in nature.'Of the twenty or so nations that have a romrnercial nuclear
capability, two-thirds have chosen not to manufacture nuclear ex-
plosive devices. Their dec&on to forego nuclear explosives relates
directly to their political instruments such as North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and th Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). We
must continue to strengthen nreasures which,provide assurances with
respect to the peaceful intention of one's international neighbors.

But the importance of the political dimension of the proliferation prob-
lem doesnot mean- that we should ignore the role of technology. We
must shape technical choices to reinforce, rather than erode, our in-
tematio0a1 system of political controls. The exigiing International
Atomic lEner%/"Agency (IAEA)safeguards system bears directly on
politicartecislEns nations might take to seek or not to seek the
bornb.t also provides time for diplomacy to,work in the event of a
detected diversion to military purposes. This is the-problem with eon-
ventional Purex reprocessing. technical safeguards are ineffective. To
the extentereprocessing is necessary we must seek alternative forms
of reprocessing in future nuclear fuel.cycles'tOat are safeguardable.
To the extent we succeed in developing more proliferation resistant'
technologies, the more ,difficult will be future political decisions to

misuse commercial facilities and develop a nuclear explosiyee capabil
ity. As we choose among technologies we must consider their effects
on future political choices.

CONTROLS VEliSUSDENIAIS
Another misconception relates to what should be components of
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a non prolif policy Etropean critics have oftenxharactenzed
American policy as a futile effort at denials while European policy is
one of technology transfer with controls. By controls, they mean-ap-
plying safeguards where states undertake to avoid steps which Would
lead to the spread of nuclear weapons, nuclear materiQls and
facilities Realistically, of course, the term controls is a misnomer.
What we are talltii,ng about is ipterriational monitonng of the possible
misusO.of transferred technology.

Since we are concerned about whether monitonng is gufficient as a
means of controlling the weapons usable materials that comes from
the current types of reprocessing plants, the United States, the
Federal Republic of Germany, and France have all announced their
intention to exercise restraint on future transfers of reprocessing
technology and facilities. Thus it is inaccurate to'characterize Euro-
pean and American differences as controls us. denials. Both monitor-
ing and export restraints are necessary but not sufficient elements of
n6n-proliferation policy.

^ 65

Technology transfers Tot be delayed indefinitely, but they can be
postponed until we have time to develop more proliferation resistant
technology and more effective international institutions. In the in-
terim, the question arises whether restraints on the transfer of
sensitive technology are fUlly consistent with our undertakings in Arti-
cle IV of the NPT Clearly there is a degree of tension, but we be'liev
it is temporary, and that restraints consistpt with the fact that Art e
IV of the Treaty must be read in the light .of Articles I and II, where
states undertake to avoid steps which would lead to the spread of
nuclear, weapons

The long run solution to these differences must. be an international
consensus on the nature anclAnanagement- of the nuclear fuel cycle.
That is why the Carter Administration has adopted a four-pronged
non proliferation strategy which goes beyond simply monitonng and
denials First, we will make safeguards more effective by insisting up-
on full -scope safeguards as our national policy and continuing to
urge others to take a similar position SecOnd, we a d other supplier
nations wall practice restraint in the transfer of se dive technologies
until we have learned to make them more saf ardable. At lie
sarn;elime, we will join with other supplier countri in making public
cormon standards which will guide oui nuclear e rt'policies. We
believe that the publication of these guidelines will hel o avoid de-
velopment of a Nortff/South cleavage in the nuclear are and will
make 'clear that the Nuclear, ,Suppliers Grp,1.1p, is not a sec et cartel
seeking commercial advantages On the contrary, the rol of the
groqp and its guidelines is to strengt))en the IAEAtby avoidi g com-
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mercial undercutting of its safeguards system. Third, we will work

with other nations to create international .incentives throygh fuel as-

surances and assistance in the management of spent fuel for coun-

tries to forego a full fuel cycle. Fourth, w have-invited both supplier,-

and consumer nations to join in building %. nsensus about the future

structure and managemenrof the nuclear fuel cycle This fourth com-

ponent, that of consensus building, is represented-1/2 the International

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation that President Carter announced last

Apnl, and about which I will hatie more to Say in a moment. The im-

portant point is that our non-proliferation policies must go beyond.

the stenle debate of controls vs denials. We need rroOrnerely
vigilancekind denials, but positive incentives and consensus' in this

age when nuclear power will spread to some forty cour,tries ovef the

next two decades. .

BREEDERS VERSUS NO BREEDERS ,0

A fifth false dichotomy is posed by those who address the fast
breeder in the stark terms of pursuing our current breeder fuel cycle

designs or none at all. Many have misinterpreted the position of-the

Unit States on the breeder. We are not apti-breeder. We believe

that breeder research program is an important energy insurance

polic Indeed, even without the Clinch River Breeder, President
,Carter proposed tb spend some $450 million in this fiscal year on

breeder research. What we do oppose, is premature movement.
toward a breeder economy where the presence of directly weapOns-

usable matenal would be widespread. This, when combined with its

'economic and technological deficiencies` is' the basis for President

Carter's po,sition.on the Clinch River Project.
.

We believe that we 'have time -to explore on42in international basis

more proliferation resistant breeder fuel cycles, ones that would

minimize the presence of directly weapons usable material This, of

course, is one of the major objectives of the International Nuclear.,

Fuel CyclemEvaluation to Which I just referred. We envision that. it will

examine all the factors tha-ii pinge on various fuel cycle alternatives

---- timing, cost, technical Wibility, and the like. In the end, we hope

to separate myth from reality about the breeder and develop an in-

ternational consensus based on agreed facts.

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE EVALUATION

PROGRAM

I would like now Ao discuss.' more specifidally, this International

Nu,clear, Fuel Cycle, Evaluation (INFCE) Program. The organizing
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meeting will be held, as you know in Washington, October, 19
through 21. Some thirty seven countries with a major interest in
nuclear energy have been invited to attend We have deliberately in

cfed both consumers and s4ppliers,,,hch and poor, East and West
The purpose is to evaluate scientifically vanous aspects of the fuel cv
cle, and lay an agreed factual basis Lli)on which a future consensus
might be built. Participation in the program 'does not commit a coun
lry to anything There.will be no,Ooteg The draft terms of reference
consist of eight chapters or work areas, each of which. is an important
element in our efforts to strike a balance between the benefijs.of
nuclear energy and itsproliferation nsks.

67
The first-two chapters deal with natpral resources and enrichment
capacity. If the facts support ounview that uranium and thorium re
gources are n$ri plentiful than is commonly believed, we can extend
the lifetime of the current generation nuclear reactor. To the extent
adequate uranium and enrichment capacity are available to con
sumers to meet legitimate energy needs, the less the time pressure
.there will be to move_to next genetatim fuel cycles before we ha.%ie
5o ved their proliferation sip At the same time, we realize that it is
not enough merely t. prove the existence of sufficient uranium,
thonum and.ennchment. We must also establish an international
system of assured fuel s pply ,That is. why the .third chapter
specifically addresses ways t. assure supplies for resource poor coun

41.

The fourth chapter, reprocessi , examine the economic and
'proliferation implications atten ant to various reprocessing
alternativese in the United Sta are especially interested in
reprocessing techniques that would 4vo , producin pure plutonium
At the same time, however, the Evalua in will also explore the --.
feasibility.of technical and intematiorial institu on means of increas
ing the safeguardability of conventional fuel rt. ocessing Similarly,
the tiftl\ chapter, which`will deal with breed7 a erriattves, will focus
on whether there may be systems which are ec nomicil'and which
'would minimize the presence of weapons usable Itenal

t

IT-le sixth chapter and work area will examine problems associated
with spent fuel and waste disposal Clearly, the degree to which we
can alleviate'cun-ent storage problemiivill directly affect the lifetime \

1of current generation reactors. These storage problems are one of the
dnving forces toward reprocessing and plutonium recycle We also
believe that scientific evidence can be brought to bear on the conflict
ing claims that reprocessing enhances or worsens the environmental
nsks involved in nuclear waste managemen]. For our part, we are



studying both doinestic ,solutions and ways in which are can be of
help fib other nations in dealing with this problem.

The eventh chapter will lozk at. ways to.inerease the fuel utilization
in present thermal reactors. Where is credible evidence that we may
ke able to double the utilization rate through vdrious techniques. Ob-
viously, this would be like discovering twice as many uranium mines!
Again: the longer the lifetime of the current fuel cycle, the more time
we have to design More proliferation resistant future fuel cycles.
Finally, the eighth chapter will look at advanced converter reactors
and other reactor and quel cycle concepts, which could increase fuel
resources without providing access to weapons-grade material. We

68 will look at alternative concepts not adequately studied in the past,
although in many cases fairly substantially developed.

Let me stress that this International Evaluation is not an American
enterprise. It will be a truly international effort 'without results pre-
judged in advance. The objective of the United States, as Phsave in-

tdicated before, is to build an international consensus on all the vitws
confronting us. We cannot diactate a non-proliferation Policy to the,
rest of the world. We believe that facts will show.that recy'cling
plutonium in thermal reactors is a mistake from economic, security
and ecological points Hof yiew, but we accept that our views ohoulci be
subject to :international ,,scientific scrutiny. We believe that the facts
support °lir view that there is time to examine more proliferation re-
sistant alternatives to conventnal reprocessing.

For example, technical people have suggested that it may ke possible
to develop within a matter of years, an economical 'pyrochemical
reprocessing technology with the follaing characteristics:

1. .Its process stream or "new" fuel would not be significantly
easier to divert or convert into pure plutonium than is cooled
light water reactor' fubl.

2. The plant equipment would not be capable of producing pure
plutonium, and no simple prOcess adjustment'would be able to
produce pure plutonium.

3. The individual steps of the process would have either been
demonstrated or I be close enough to existing experience so
that credibility of the process is high and the reliability of,the
method is assured. .

Obviously such a more proliferation resistant reprOcessing technology
is not a panacea, and the claims of its feasibility need careful interna-
tional scientific study. But this is an example of the type of alternative
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we believe deserves our careful collective attention in the Interna-
tional Evaluation Most important, if we are to develop and
coordinate effective policies to reach our mutual goal of nuclear
power without,, nuclear proliferation, we must avoid assuming that

a, there are no alternatives-to the technological path upon which we are
now embarked. At the very least, we owe to future generations the
assurahce that we examined real alternatives, and were not simply
carried along by the momentum the past.

It is clear that there is presently' good deal of disagreement rather
than consensus over the nuclea fuel cycle We hope that INFCE will
help to encourage the deliberate volution of a new consensus that
can support the IAEA and its inte ational safeguards system. Amidst 69
the turmoil ke find some encoU signs. For example, we are en-
couraged by the fact that in the T kai agreerfient the Japanese Gov-
'ernment has associated itself with our views that recycling plutonium
in thermal reactors is premature. We feel the situation is well sum-
marized by Rudolf Rometsch, Deputy Director General of the IAEA.
As he told Nucleonics Week this summer, what he sees "is much
more serious attention being given to ideas for international fuel cycle

--management in the face of the U.S. attack on reprocessing The
IAEA official explained th'at as vcently as a year ago it was hard to
find either utility or government Officials interested in ways to intema-
bbnalize plutonium control and other aspects of the fuel cycle in or-
der to make-them more proliferation proof. Now 'quite a number are
willing to go a long way to make that possible,' Rometsch said. He
added that this may be 'the most positive point, if properly exploited,'
to emerge from the renewed U.S. concern over proliferation." In
sh-Ort, our effortsto develop.a new consensus about a more prolifer-
ation resistant and safeguardable commercial fuel cyCle cannot be
achieved overnight Our efforts will require patience and close
cooperation with othei nations Nuclear technology has diffused-to
the point that it is too late for any onehation to dictate But it is not
too late to cooperate. The United States stand ready to work with
others in this spirit. .c .
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